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I. PERSONS INVOLVED 
 
INVOLVED OFFICERS 
 
Name:     Sergeant Eric Kerns, P# 4331    
Date of Hire:    /1992 
Area of Assignment:  K-9 
Squad:    K932 
Call Sign:     
Vehicle:    9667 
Shift Hours:    0500-1500 hours 
Days Off:    Saturday / Sunday / Monday 
Statement Given to FIT: Audio recorded interview 
 
Weapon  
 Make: Glock 
 Model: 17 
 Caliber: 9mm  

Serial Number: EZU609 
Weapon Light: Stream Light TLR1-HL 
Serial Number:  

 
 
 
Name:     James Coovert, P# 5440    
Date of Hire:    /1997 
Area of Assignment:  Traffic 
Squad:    TR21 
Call Sign:     
Vehicle:    7460 
Shift Hours:    0630-1630 hours 
Days Off:    Friday / Saturday / Sunday 
Statement Given to FIT: Written voluntary statement 
 
Weapon  
 Make: Beretta 
 Model: 92FS 
 Caliber: 9mm  

Serial Number:  
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Name:     Abudhabi Lewis, P# 8898    
Date of Hire:    /2005 
Area of Assignment:  Northwest Area Command (NWAC) 
Squad:    NW22 
Call Sign:     
Vehicle:    NW10464 
Shift Hours:    0630-1630 hours 
Days Off:    Friday / Saturday / Sunday 
Statement Given to FIT: No 
 
Weapon  
 Make: Glock 
 Model: 17 
 Caliber: 9mm  

Serial Number: GEH544 
 Weapon Light:  Stream Light TLR-1 
 Serial Number:   
 
 
 
Name:     Carlos Luna, P# 8257    
Date of Hire:    /2004 
Area of Assignment:  NWAC 
Squad:    NW22 
Call Sign:     
Vehicle:    NW10672 
Shift Hours:    0630-1630 hours 
Days Off:    Friday / Saturday / Sunday 
Statement Given to FIT: No 
 
Weapons:  
 Make: Glock 
 Model: 17 
 Caliber: 9mm  

Serial Number: LXH775 
Weapon Light: Stream Light TLR-1  

 Serial Number:  
 
 
 Make:    Remington 
 Model:   870 pump 
 Caliber:    12 guage 
 Serial Number:   
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VICTIMS  
 
Name: Branden Hughes 
DOB: /1985 
SSN:  
Race: Black  
Sex: Male 
Height / Weight: 5'8” / 150 pounds 
Hair / Eyes: Black / Brown 
OLN / MI:   
Address: 9840 Fast Elk Street 
 Las Vegas, NV 89143 
Victim of: Murder  
  
  
 
Name:     Felecia Hughes-Wimberly 
DOB: /1969 
SSN:  
ID: 1794956 
Race: Black 
Sex: Female 
Height / Weight: 5'2” / 200 pounds 
Hair / Eyes: Black / Brown 
OLN / NV:  
Address: 9840 Fast Elk Street 
 Las Vegas, NV 89143 
Victim of: Murder, Kidnapping, and Battery with a Deadly Weapon   
  
 
Name: Twila Oliver 
DOB: /1957 
SSN:  
Race: Black  
Sex: Female 
Height / Weight: 5'2” / 200 pounds 
Hair / Eyes: Black / Brown 
OLN / NV:   
Address: 9848 Fast Elk Street 
 Las Vegas, NV 89143 
Victim of: Attempt Murder Domestic Violence related 
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Name:     Nicky     
Date of Birth:    /2007  
Sex:     Male 
Breed:     Belgian Malinois 
Date of Hire:    /2010 
Area of Assignment:  K-9 
Squad:    K932 
Handler:    Sergeant Kerns 
Shot and killed by friendly fire during the incident 
  
SUSPECT  
 
Name:  James Craig Simpson  
DOB:  /1984   
SSN:    
ID:  7516066  
Race: Black  
Sex: Male 
Height / Weight:  5’9” / 163 pounds 
Hair / Eyes:  Black / Brown  
OLN:  / NV 
Address:  7900 Copper Canyon 
               Las Vegas, NV 89128   
 
 
Weapon  

Make: Glock    
Model: 17  
Caliber: 9mm   
Serial Number: AAMM920   
Magazine: Glock 30 round mag 
  

 
Simpson was booked into absentia on 03/31/2016 for:  
 
1. Murder with a Deadly Weapon (2 counts) 
2. Attempt Murder with a Deadly Weapon (1 count) 
3. Attempt Murder on a Police Officer with a Deadly Weapon (1 Count)  
4. Assault with a Deadly Weapon on a Police Officer (2 counts) 
5. Kidnapping (1 count) 
6. Shooting into an Occupied Structure (2 counts) 
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II. PERSONS AT THE SCENE 
 
The majority of LVMPD personnel who arrived on this event are documented on the LVMPD 
Unit Log. Refer to the Unit Log for a complete listing of those individual’s names, personnel 
numbers, and call signs.   
 
The below listed persons responded to the primary and/or secondary incident scenes of this 
event but were not on the LVMPD Unit Log.  
 
POLICE EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (PEAP) 

1) Peer Counselor William Gibbs P# 7553 
2) Peer Counselor Michael Springer P# 6278 

 
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING ASSOCIATIONS 
 

LAS VEGAS POLICE MANAGERS AND SUPERVISORS ASSOCIATION (LVPMSA) 
1) Lieutenant John Faulis P# 4764 
2) Sergeant Michelle Jotz P# 4099 
3) Attorney Jay Roberts 

 
LAS VEGAS POLICE PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION (LVPPA) 

1) Officer Darryl Clodt P# 4319 
2) Officer Steven Grammas P# 6090 
3) Officer Scott Nicholas P# 6676 
4) Officer Bryan Yant P# 6956 
5) Attorney David Roger 

 
NATIONAL LATINO PEACE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION (NLPOA) 

1)     Jesus Jimenez 
2)     Attorney Stacy Perez 

 
CLARK COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 

1) Assistant District Attorney Robert Daskas 
2) Chief Deputy District Attorney Jacqueline Bluth 
3) Chief Deputy District Attorney David Stanton 

 
MEDICAL PERSONNEL  
 

AMERICAN MEDICAL RESPONSE (AMR) 
1) Unit A113 (Transported Simpson to UMC Trauma Center) 
2) Unit 16 
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LAS VEGAS FIRE & RESCUE 
1) Battalion 4 
2) EMS 1 
3) Engine 41 
4) Engine 48 
5) Rescue 41 
6) Rescue 48 

 
MEDICWEST 

1) Unit M523 
 
CLARK COUNTY OFFICE OF THE CORONER / MEDICAL EXAMINER (CCOCME) 

1) Assistant Coroner Paul R. Parker III  
2) Investigator Tiffany Brown P# 342 
3) Investigator James Willis P# 407 

 
Brandon Hughes 

CCOCME Case: 16-03307 
Date / Time of Death:   03/31/2016 at 1915 hours 
Seal:  357907  

           
           Felecia Hughes-Wimberly 

CCOCME Case: 16-03308 
Date / Time of Death:   03/31/2016 at 1915 hours 
Seal:  357908  

 
           James Simpson 

CCOCME Case: 16-04735 
Date / Time of Death:   05/13/2016 at 0019 hours (died at UMC) 
Seal:  358899  
 

Hites Funeral Home (Transported Brandon Hughes and Felecia Hughes-Wimberly) 
1) Josh Cushman 
2) Mario Medina 

 
La Paloma Funeral Services (Transported James Simpson) 
1)     Brandon Alvelais  
2)     Miguel Rivera   
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USE OF FORCE REVIEW BOARD  
 

CITIZEN BOARD MEMBERS 
1) Jay Blum  
2) Andrew Downing 
3) Allen Elmore 

 
III. INCIDENT DETAILS 
 
On 03/31/2016, at approximately 0200 hours, James Simpson called his mother, Twila Oliver, 
at her residence located at 9848 Fast Elk Street. Simpson requested Oliver pick him up and 
bring him to her residence. Simpson did not live with Oliver. Oliver was unable to pick Simpson 
up, but requested a taxi to pick him up and bring him to her residence.  

Simpson arrived at 9848 Fast Elk Street by taxi at approximately 0430 hoursi. At approximately 
0600 hours, Oliver heard a knock on her bedroom door. Oliver opened the door and found 
Simpson standing at the door holding a large handgun in his right hand. Oliver had never seen 
the handgun before nor had she ever seen Simpson with a gun. Oliver told Simpson to put the 
handgun away or leave her house. Simpson became agitated and started yelling at Oliver 
stating that someone was after him and they were following him.  

Simpson started to run around the house yelling about his cell phone and the people following 
him. Simpson told Oliver he had thrown his cell phone in the garbage can in front of the house. 
Oliver told Simpson she was going to call the police if he did not calm down. Simpson calmed 
down and Oliver told Simpson to go get his cell phone out of the trash. Simpson went outside 
and dumped the garbage can out on the ground, located his cell phone, and returned inside 
the house. Oliver told Simpson to take a shower because he smelled bad after going through 
the trash. Simpson was still holding the handgun.  

Oliver convinced Simpson to put the handgun inside his backpack. Simpson complied and 
gave Oliver the backpack containing the handgun. Oliver put the backpack on her bed in her 
upstairs bedroom. Oliver retrieved some clothes for Simpson to change into after he showered. 
Simpson went into the downstairs bathroom, showered, and went to the downstairs living 
room. Oliver saw Simpson sitting on the couch with his hand in his backpack. Oliver did not 
know that Simpson retrieved the backpack from her bedroom.  

At approximately 1140 hours, Simpson pulled the handgun out of the backpack and again 
became agitated about someone following him. Simpson stated “they” were outside the 
residence. Oliver called 911. Oliver told Simpson she had called the police and told him to 
calm down. Oliver attempted to move Simpson out of the house into the garage through the 
connecting downstairs door. Oliver opened the door and they went into the garage.  

Once in the garage, Simpson walked around the vehicle parked inside the garage and was 
pointing his handgun inside it as if he was looking for someone. Simpson yelled at Oliver that 
there were people inside the car. Oliver yelled at him to calm down. 
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At approximately 1205 hours, neighbors from 9840 Fast Elk Street, Brandon Hughes and his 
mother, Felecia Hughes-Wimberly, walked toward the open garage where Oliver and Simpson 
were arguing. Simpson saw them coming and went back into the house. Oliver followed and 
observed Simpson throw his handgun into the bathroom located just inside the house next to 
the door that led to the garage. Oliver went into the bathroom and attempted to get the 
handgun. Simpson followed her inside the bathroom and they struggled over the handgun. 
Simpson wrestled the handgun away from Oliver and exited the bathroom.  

Simpson opened the door leading to the garage and standing immediately outside the door 
was Hughes. Simpson shot Hughes one time in the chest. Hughes fell to the floor just outside 
the door. Simpson yelled, “Fuck you nigga! That’s what’s up nigga!” Oliver yelled, “James, 
that’s the neighbor! That’s the neighbor!” Hughes-Wimberly quickly moved to her son’s 
location. Oliver grabbed a towel from the bathroom and gave it to Hughes-Wimberly and she 
began to administer first aid to Hughes. [Hughes died inside the garage before medical 
personnel could respond.] 

Simpson entered the garage and Oliver continued to scream at him telling him that they were 
the neighbors. Simpson approached Hughes-Wimberly and said, “Hey, you got ten seconds 
and I’m lighting her ass up!” Oliver pleaded with Simpson to leave Hughes-Wimberly alone as 
she attended to her son. Hughes-Wimberly yelled, “Okay! Okay! Okay! Okay whatever you 
want!”  

Simpson grabbed Hughes-Wimberly by her hair and struck her in the head with his handgun. 
Simpson turned back toward Oliver who was standing in the doorway and yelled he would 
shoot her as well. Oliver moved inside the residence and Simpson fired two rounds at her from 
inside the garage. None of the rounds Simpson fired struck Oliver. The rounds struck the back 
wall inside the residence and shattered the back glass sliding door. The rounds continued into 
the backyard and ricocheted off of a brick wall. Oliver closed and locked the door to the 
garage, ran upstairs, and watched Simpson from an upstairs window.  

Simpson turned his attention back to Hughes-Wimberly. Simpson grabbed her by her hair and 
dragged her toward the front of the garage while pointing his handgun at her stomach. 
Hughes-Wimberly grabbed Simpson’s handgun with her right hand. As she grabbed Simpson’s 
handgun, he fired one round striking Hughes-Wimberly in her stomach.   

After being shot, Hughes-Wimberly crawled out of the garage to the plateau of the driveway. 
Simpson followed her out of the garage and fired four to six more rounds. One of those fired 
rounds struck Hughes-Wimberly in the back and exited out of her chest. Hughes-Wimberly fell 
facedown. (Hughes-Wimberly died lying on the plateau of the driveway before medical could 
respond.) Several persons from the neighborhood, including Simpson called 911 to report the 
shooting.    
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Officers Lewis and Luna were in a neighborhood approximately three miles away from 9848 
Fast Elk Street on a separate incident. Officers Lewis and Luna cleared that call and were 
dispatched to 9848 Fast Elk Street. Officer Lewis, who was equipped with a body worn 
camera, arrived first.  

As Officer Lewis entered the neighborhood, he heard gunshots. Officer Lewis broadcast the 
gunshot information over the radio and proceeded to park his LVMPD patrol SUV at the 
intersection of Crazy Bull Avenue and Red Horse Street.  

Officer Lewis walked west on Crazy Bull Avenue and as he approached Fast Elk Street, he 
observed Simpson in the middle of Fast Elk Street walking south. Officer Lewis retreated back 
to his patrol SUV and waited for Officer Luna to arrive. Officer Luna arrived on the street north 
of Officer Lewis. Officer Lewis directed Officer Luna to respond to his location. Officer Luna, 
armed with a 12 gauge shotgun, ran to Officer Lewis’ location.  

Officers Lewis and Luna walked north on Crazy Bull Avenue and made contact with Simpson 
who was standing just north of Crazy Bull Avenue, in the middle of Fast Elk Street, armed with 
a handgun. Both officers gave Simpson verbal commands to put his handgun down on the 
ground. Simpson complied and put the handgun on the ground; however, he did not move 
more than five feet away from it.  

As Officers Lewis and Luna communicated with Simpson, Officer Coovert arrived on scene. 
Officer Coovert only stayed with Officers Luna and Lewis for a few seconds before moving his 
position to the northwest corner of 9848 Fast Elk Street. Officer Coovert dismounted his 
motorcycle and walked toward the corner of the garage where he observed Hughes-Wimberly 
deceased on the driveway.  

Officers Lewis and Luna were still communicating with Simpson as Sergeant Kerns arrived at 
Crazy Bull Avenue and Fast Elk Street with his Caine partner, Nicky. Sergeant Kerns observed 
Simpson in the street, exited his marked patrol SUV with Nicky and moved north toward 
Simpson. Sergeant Kerns gave Simpson verbal commands to step away from the gun.   

Simpson turned away from Sergeant Kerns and toward Officer Luna. Sergeant Kerns released 
Nicky and gave him the command to bite in an attempt to incapacitate Simpson. Simpson 
simultaneously looked back at Nicky, picked up the handgun from the ground and turned south 
toward Nicky and Officers Lewis and Luna. Simpson fired one round from his gun [in a south 
direction] at Officer Luna and Nicky as he ran northbound on Fast Elk Street. Nicky chased 
Simpson down the street.  
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Officers Luna and Lewis returned fire at Simpson. Officer Luna fired two rounds from his 
shotgun [in a north direction] and Officer Lewis fired two rounds from his handgun [in a 
northwest direction] as Sergeant Kerns paralleled Simpson and Nicky from the west side of 
Fast Elk Street. Nicky made contact with Simpson as he stood to the rear of a blue Ford 
Contour parked in front of 9832 Fast Elk Street. Nicky engaged Simpson on the left side of his 
upper leg. Nicky’s bites failed to incapacitate Simpson due to Simpson having two cell phones 
in the front left pocket of his pants. Nicky was biting the cell phones instead of Simpson’s leg.  

Nicky came off of Simpson’s leg and bit Simpson several times on his left hand. As Nicky was 
engaging Simpson, Simpson dragged Nicky from the rear to the front of the Ford Contour.  
Sergeant Kerns moved to the rear of the driver side quarter panel of a gold Toyota minivan 
parked in the driveway of 9829 Fast Elk Street [across the street from Simpson], observed 
Simpson look at him. Simpson then pointed his gun directly at Sergeant Kerns.  

As Simpson pointed his gun at Sergeant Kerns, Officer Luna, moved his position to the rear of 
a white GMC Yukon that was parked in front of 9828 Fast Elk Street and fired two more round 
from his shotgun [in a north direction].  

After Officer Luna fired the last two rounds from his shotgun, he transitioned to his handgun 
and fired four rounds at Simpson [in a north direction]. Officer Lewis, followed Officer Luna to 
the Yukon, came up behind Officer Luna and told him he was behind him and to move back. 
Officer Luna moved back and Officer Lewis fired four rounds from his handgun [in a north 
direction.]  

Simultaneously as Officers Luna and Lewis discharged their firearms north at Simpson, Officer 
Coovert fired three rounds [in a south direction] from his position. Officer Coovert observed 
Simpson with a gun in his hand as he fired at Simpson.   

As Officers Luna, Lewis, and Coovert discharged their firearms, Simpson continued to point his 
gun at Sergeant Kerns. Sergeant Kerns discharged three rounds from his handgun as he 
moved to a new position of cover behind an electrical box located in the front yard of 9829 Fast 
Elk Street. While standing behind the power box, Sergeant Kerns fired two more rounds from 
his handgun and observed Simpson fall to the ground in front of the Ford Contour.         

After Simpson collapsed in the street in front of 9836 Fast Elk Street, Sergeant Kerns directed 
officers to retrieve the ballistic shield from his vehicle so they could safely approach Simpson 
and take him into custody.  

As officers approached Simpson, Sergeant Kerns observed Nicky had been shot. Nicky was 
lying on top of Simpson’s right arm and not moving. Simpson’s handgun was under Nicky’s 
body. [Nicky was killed by friendly fire during the gunfight.] Simpson was taken into custody 
and handcuffed by Officer Luna. Medical personnel responded and transported Simpson to 
UMC Trauma. 
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A secondary team of officers responded to 9848 Fast Elk Street to clear the house and look for 
other potential victims. Door kicks were performed on locked doors within the house. After 
searching each room officers determined there were no other victims inside the house.  

Due to the nature of the incident, supervisors on the scene requested the Force Investigation 
Team (FIT) respond and assume the overall responsibility for the incident. Upon the arrival of 
FIT investigators, Detectives Stark and Byrd from NWAC conducted a briefing. The following 
persons were present for the briefing: 

1) Assistant Sheriff Roberts 
2) Captain Anderson  
3) Captain Fletcher  
4) Lieutenant Huddler  
5) Lieutenant McMahill  
6) Lieutenant Hatchett  
7) Lieutenant Clements  
8) Sergeant Bricker  
9) Sergeant MacDonald  
10) Sergeant Rustand  
11) Sergeant Alston  
12) Detective Cody  
13) Detective Colon  
14) Detective Fasulo  
15) Detective Guyer  
16) Detective Golgart  
17) Detective Iacullo  
18) Detective Jaeger  
19) Detective Jex   
20) Detective Kowalski  
21) Detective Leavitt  
22) Detective Mason  
23) Detective Mendoza  
24) Detective Patton  
25) Detective Penny  
26) Detective Sclimenti  
27) Detective Watkins  
28) Officer Roybal    
29) Officer Meltzer   
30) Director Alston   
31) Director McLaughlin  
32) Crime Scene Analyst Supervisor Joseph   
33) Senior Crime Scene Analyst Fletcher   
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Following the briefing, Detective Patton was assigned as the case agent / lead detective and 
the responsibility of documenting the crime scene with crime scene analysts. Several other 
detectives were assigned to interview available witnesses and canvas the scene for potential 
witnesses and evidence. Detective Jaeger was assigned responsibilities at the hospital, which 
included interviewing any possible witnesses and the weapons countdowns that took place at 
LVPMD Headquarters.  
 
IV. PUBLIC SAFETY STATEMENT (PSS) 
 
On 03/31/2016, at approximately 1729 hours, Detective Jaeger interviewed Lieutenant Jeffrey 
Hewes in reference to the Public Safety Statement he obtained from Sergeant Kerns. Below 
are the questions asked by Lieutenant Hewes, with the answers provided by Sergeant Kerns in 
bold italics.   
 

1) Did you discharge your firearm? 
Yes. 
 

a) If so, in what direction? 
East. 

b) Approximately where were you located when you fired?  
Question not asked 

c) How many shots do you think you fired?   
I think I fired three. Possibly two to three. 
 

2) Is anyone injured?  
Yes. 
 
a) If so, where are they located?   

In an ambulance en route to UMC. 
 

3) Are there any outstanding suspects?  
No. 
 
a) If so, what is their description?   

Question not asked 
b) What direction and mode of travel?   

Question not asked 
c) How long have they been gone?   

Question not asked 
d) What crime(s) have they committed?  

Question not asked 
e) What type of weapon do they have?  

Question not asked 
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4) Is it possible the suspect fired rounds at you?  

Yes. 
 
a) If so, what direction were the rounds fired from? 

He shot west at me. 
b) How many shots do you think the suspect fired?  

Possibly two to three. 
c) Approximately where was the suspect located when they fired?  

On the sidewalk, kind of down the middle of the street, a little from where 
the target residence was. 
 

5) Do you know if any other officer(s) discharged their firearms? 
I don’t know. 
 
a) If so, who are they?  

Question not asked 
b) Approximately where was the officer(s) located when they fired?  

Question not asked 
 

6) Are there any weapons or evidence that needs to be secured/protected?  
The suspect's handgun, which was laying underneath my dog. 
 
a) If so, where are they located?  

Answered in question 6. 
 

7) Are you aware of witnesses?  
Yes. 
 
a) If so, what is their location?  

With various detectives.  
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On 03/31/2016, at approximately 1855 hours, Detective Penny interviewed Sergeant William 
Rustand in reference to the Public Safety Statement he obtained from Officer Coovert. Below 
are the questions asked by Sergeant Rustand, with the answers provided by Officer Coovert in 
bold italics.    
 

1) Did you discharge your firearm?  
Yes. 
 
a) If so, in what direction? 

Toward the suspect. 
b) Approximately where were you located when you fired?  

Northwest target residence, uh, it's 9848 Fast Elk, by the garage, facing 
south. 

c) How many shots do you think you fired?   
Approximately six. 
 

2) Is anyone injured?  
Suspect, I think.   
 
a) If so, where are they located?   

Went down to the ground and transported to the hospital. 
 

3) Are there any outstanding suspects?  
Not that I know of. 
 
a) If so, what is their description?   

There is none. 
b) What direction and mode of travel?   

There is none. 
c) How long have they been gone?   

Question not asked 
d) What crime(s) have they committed?  

Question not asked 
e) What type of weapon do they have?  

Question not asked 
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4) Is it possible the suspect fired rounds at you?  
No, I don’t believe that he did. 
 
a) If so, what direction were the rounds fired from? 

Question not asked 
b) How many shots do you think the suspect fired?  

I'm not sure if he fired. There were shots fired, unknown if from him, uh, 
while he was running in my direction. 

c) Approximately where was the suspect located when they fired?  
He was in the middle of the street when the other, officers were attempting 
to have him comply with orders. 
 

5) Do you know if any other officer(s) discharged their firearms? 
I believe they did, but I do not see them. They were on the opposite side of the 
street as I was north and they were south. 
 
a) If so, who are they?  

 I don't know. They are Northwest officers. 
b) Approximately where was the officer(s) located when they fired?  

I don't know. 
 

6) Are there any weapons or evidence that needs to be secured/protected?  
The suspect had a firearm that was left at the scene as he was transported to 
the hospital. 
 
a) If so, where are they located?  

It's on the ground where the suspect was. 
 

7) Are you aware of witnesses?  
No. 
 
a) If so, what is their location?  

Unknown. 
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On 03/31/2016, at approximately 1901 hours, Detective Penny interviewed Sergeant Rustand 
in reference to the Public Safety Statement he obtained from Officer Lewis. Below are the 
questions asked by Sergeant Rustand, with the answers provided by Officer Lewis in bold 
talics.  
 

1) Did you discharge your firearm? 
Yes. 
 

a) If so, in what direction? 
9820 Fast Elk, northwest direction. I was standing at the southwest corner 
of the residence near the garage.   

b) Approximately where were you located when you fired?  
I fired shots from the second location just north of 9820 Fast Elk from 
behind the white Suburban or Yukon that was parked in the street. 

c) How many shots do you think you fired?   
Four to five shots. 
 

2) Is anyone injured?  
Suspect, and canine 419. I was told there was two 419s inside the residence.   
 
a) If so, where are they located?   

Suspect was in the street in front of the blue Ford sedan near the canine. 
 

3) Are there any outstanding suspects?  
No. 
 
a) If so, what is their description?   

Question not asked 
b) What direction and mode of travel?   

Question not asked 
c) How long have they been gone?   

Question not asked 
d) What crime(s) have they committed?  

Question not asked 
e) What type of weapon do they have?  

Question not asked 
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4) Is it possible the suspect fired rounds at you?  
Yes. 
 
a) If so, what direction were the rounds fired from? 

The suspect fired rounds at the K-9 dog in front of the blue sedan. I'm not 
one hundred percent sure. 

b) How many shots do you think the suspect fired?  
I don’t know.  

c) Approximately where was the suspect located when they fired?  
He was in front of the blue sedan that was parked on the street. 
 

5) Do you know if any other officer(s) discharged their firearms? 
Yes. 
 
a) If so, who are they?  

Officer Luna, Sergeant Kerns, myself, and I was told a traffic officer did too. 
b) Approximately where was the officer(s) located when they fired?  

Luna was with me behind the Yukon and he was with me near the 
residence of 9820 Fast Elk. Sergeant Kerns could have fired. He was across 
the street, west side of Fast Elk. The traffic officer, he proceeded to west 
side of Fast Elk near the target residence. 
 

6) Are there any weapons or evidence that needs to be secured/protected?  
Uh, there is a black firearm underneath the canine with an extended clip. 
 
a) If so, where are they located?  

My shell ca…casings would be located near the rear of the white Yukon. 
 

7) Are you aware of witnesses?  
Yes. 
 
a) If so, what is their location?  

At the target residence there's a BFA. 
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On 03/31/2016, at approximately 1907 hours, Detective Penny interviewed Sergeant Rustand 
in reference to the Public Safety Statement he obtained from Officer Luna. Below are the 
questions asked by Sergeant Rustand with the answers provided by Officer Luna in bold 
italics. 
  

1) Did you discharge your firearm? 
Yes. 
 

a) If so, in what direction? 
North towards the suspect.   

b) Approximately where were you located when you fired?  
Crazy Bull and Fast Elk, residence 9820, uh, Fast Elk, uh, facing north. 
Suspect ran north, K-9 chasing. 

c) How many shots do you think you fired?   
Three with a shotgun, maybe.  Three to four with my handgun. 
 

2) Is anyone injured?  
Suspect and canine.  
 
a) If so, where are they located?   

Afterwards I noticed a woman laying in the garage/driveway area of that 
target residence. 
 

3) Are there any outstanding suspects?  
Not that I know of. 
 
a) If so, what is their description?   

I don’t know.  
b) What direction and mode of travel?   

I don’t know. 
c) How long have they been gone?   

I don’t know.  
d) What crime(s) have they committed?  

I don’t know.  
e) What type of weapon do they have?  

I don’t know.  
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4) Is it possible the suspect fired rounds at you?  

Yes, possible.  
 
a) If so, what direction were the rounds fired from? 

South 
b) How many shots do you think the suspect fired?  

Don’t know.  
c) Approximately where was the suspect located when they fired?  

He was standing behind a blue sedan where the canine is at. Also, he fired 
at us when we were at the 9820 Fast Elk residence. 
 

5) Do you know if any other officer(s) discharged their firearms? 
I know Officer Lewis did. I believe Sergeant Kerns did, too. 
 
a) If so, who are they?  

Officer Lewis and Sergeant Kerns  
b) Approximately where was the officer(s) located when they fired?  

Officer Lewis was behind me and to my right. Sergeant Kerns was part of a 
Tactical L facing east from west. 
 

6) Are there any weapons or evidence that needs to be secured/protected?  
The suspect weapon was next to the canine. 
 
a) If so, where are they located?  

The suspect weapon was next to the canine.  A black semiautomatic with 
extended clip. 
 

7) Are you aware of witnesses?  
No. 
 
a) If so, what is their location?  

Don’t know.  
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V. HOSPITAL  
 

UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER (UMC)   
1) Doctor Paul Chestovich 

 
Location and Description of James Simpson 
 
On 03/31/2016, at approximately 1251 hours, Detective Jaeger responded to UMC where he 
made contact with CSA Heather Ubbens. CSA Ubbens was standing by Simpson, who was 
located in UMC Trauma bed 11 and was being treated by Doctor Chestovich. Simpson was 
lying on his back on a hospital gurney. Simpson’s body was clothed in gray sweatpants, two 
gray and red shoes, gray underwear, and two socks, one black and one gray. Under 
Simpson’s body was an orange t-shirt that appeared to have been cut off of his body. 
 
Detective Jaeger observed the following injuries to Simpson’s body:  
 

• An apparent gunshot wound on the front of his right shoulder.  

• An apparent gunshot wound to his upper right arm, adjacent to his right armpit. 

• An apparent gunshot wound on his right chest under the collarbone. 

• An apparent gunshot wound on the front left side of his neck. [created by the “Wading” 
of a shotgun round]   

• An apparent gunshot wound to the back / lower part of his neck below the hairline,  

• Several apparent dog bite wounds on his left hand and fingers.  
 
The following items were recovered and impounded into evidence by CSA Ubbens on 
03/31/2016: 
 
1)  One (1) medically cut orange “Hanes” size L tee shirt bearing holes and apparent blood. 
2)  One (1) gray “Fruit of the Loom” size XL sweatpants bearing holes in the left leg and pocket 

lining and apparent blood.  
3)  Two (2) gray and red “Reebok” shoes size 9 ½ bearing apparent blood. 
4)  One (1) gray with black band “Hanes” underwear bearing apparent blood. 
5)  Two (2) black and gray toe and heal socks.   
 
On 04/01/2016, Detective Jaeger and SCSA McPhail responded to UMC Trauma ICU bed 14 
where Simpson had been moved and photographed his injuries again. No physical evidence 
was taken from Simpson during this visit.  
 
On 04/02/2016, Sergeant MacDonald responded to UMC Trauma ICU bed 14 and collected 
James Simpson’s DNA via a Buccal Swab kit pursuant to a search warrant.    
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VI. SCENE WALK-THROUGHS  
 
The purpose of the scene walk-through is to help investigators develop an understanding of 
the scene, including identifying the officer’s locations at the time deadly force was used, 
identifying potential physical evidence, and re-creating a time line of the incident.  
 
On 03/31/2016, at approximately 1539 hours, Sergeant Kerns provided a walk-through of the 
scene in the presence of the following persons: 

 
1) Lieutenant Huddler 
2) Lieutenant Pelletier 
3) Detective Colon 
4) Detective Patton 
5) CSI Director McLaughlin 
6) CSAS Joseph   
7) LVPMSA Attorney Jay Roberts 

 
During the walk-through, which was not video or audio recorded, Sergeant Kerns relayed the 
following information: 
 
Sergeant Kerns arrived and observed Simpson standing in the street in front of 9820 Fast Elk 
Street. Sergeant Kerns parked his vehicle, facing north, on the west side of Fast Elk Street. 
Sergeant Kerns approached northbound on foot on the west side of the street, west of the 
sidewalk with his canine partner Nicky. 
 
Sergeant Kerns observed Simpson pick up a gun on the ground and run north on Fast Elk 
Street. Simpson stopped between 9828 Fast Elk Street and 9832 Fast Elk Street where 
Sergeant Kerns believed Simpson fired at him. Sergeant Kerns returned fire in an easterly 
direction as he stood in front of 9829 Fast Elk Street. 
 
Sergeant Kerns observed Simpson on the ground in front of a blue vehicle that was parked in 
front of 9832 Fast Elk Street. Sergeant Kerns advised two patrol officers to retrieve a ballistic 
shield from his vehicle. Utilizing the ballistic shield, the officers approached Simpson. Sergeant 
Kerns observed Simpson’s hand under Nicky’s body. Officers placed Simpson in handcuffs 
and requested medical personnel. 
 
On 03/31/2016, at approximately 1545 hours, Officer Lewis provided a walk-through of the 
scene in the presence of the following persons: 

 
1) Lieutenant Huddler 
2) Detective Colon 
3) Detective Patton 
4) CSI Director McLaughlin 
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5) CSAS Joseph   
6) LVPPA Attorney David Roger 
7) LVPPA Representative Nicholas 
 
During the walk-through, which was not video or audio recorded, Officer Lewis relayed the 
following information: 
 
Officer Lewis parked his patrol vehicle on an adjacent street and approached the intersection 
of Fast Elk Street and Crazy Bull Avenue on foot. Officer Lewis posted at the southwest corner 
of the residence of 9820 Fast Elk Street where he was able to see Simpson in the street in 
front of 9821 Fast Elk Street. Officer Lewis fired two shots from this location. 
 
Simpson ran north on Fast Elk Street and Officer Lewis followed. Officer Lewis fired three or 
four more shots while in front of 9832 Fast Elk Street. 
 
On 03/31/2016, at approximately 1615 hours, Officer Coovert provided a walk-through of the 
scene in the presence of the following persons: 
 
1) Lieutenant Huddler 
2) Detective Colon 
3) Detective Patton 
4) CSI Director McLaughlin 
5) CSAS Joseph   
6) LVPPA Attorney Roger 
7) LVPPA Representative Grammas 
 
During the walk-through, which was not video or audio recorded, Officer Coovert relayed the 
following information: 
 
Officer Coovert took position at the northwest corner of the garage door located at 9848 Fast 
Elk Street. Officer Coovert fired his weapon from this position and believed he fired four 
rounds. Officer Coovert observed Simpson in the street in front of 9836 Fast Elk Street.  
 
On 03/31/2016, at approximately 1628 hours, Officer Luna provided a walk-through of the 
scene in the presence of the following persons: 

 
1) Lieutenant Huddler 
2) Detective Colon 
3) Detective Patton 
4) CSI Director McLaughlin 
5) CSAS Joseph   
6) NLPOA Attorney Stacy Perez 
7) NLPOA Representative Jesus Jimenez 
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During the walk-through, which was not video or audio recorded, Officer Luna relayed the 
following information: 
 
Officer Luna observed Simpson in the street in front of 9828 Fast Elk Street. Officer Luna 
stood at the corner of Fast Elk Street and Crazy Bull Avenue with his shotgun deployed and 
verbally engaged Simpson. Simpson placed his gun down on the street as he spoke with 
Officer Luna.  
 
Officer Luna observed a K-9 unit arrive and shortly thereafter Simpson picked up his gun, 
pointed it toward Officers Luna and Lewis, and ran north. During this movement, Simpson fired 
at the officers. 
 
Officer Luna moved north and fired his shotgun while standing in front of 9824 Fast Elk Street. 
Officer Luna continued north and fired both his shotgun and handgun while in the street in front 
of 9828 Fast Elk Street. 
 
Officer Luna observed both an LVMPD K-9 dog and Simpson down in the street in front of 
9832 Fast Elk Street. Officers Luna and Lewis approached Simpson and Officer Luna 
handcuffed him. Officer Luna assessed Simpson’s condition and observed shallow breathing 
but could not locate a pulse. The officers requested medical personnel. 
 

VII. OFFICER WEAPON COUNTDOWNS  
 
On 03/31/2016, Sergeant Kerns and Officers Lewis, Luna, and Coovert had their handguns 
counted down at LVMPD headquarters. SCSA Albert photographed Sergeant Kerns and 
Officers Lewis, Luna, and Coovert for appearance purposes, and their weapons were 
photographed for identification purposes.  
 
Sergeant Kerns   
 
The following persons were present during the countdown: 
 
1) Detective Jaeger   
2) LVPMSA Representative Jotz 
3) LVPMSA Attorney Roberts  
4) PEAP Counselor Springer 
5) SCSA Albert  
 
Sergeant Kerns was dressed in a green fatigue K-9 uniform. He wore LVMPD patches on each 
shoulder and a cloth LVMPD badge on his left breast. Sergeant Kerns wore a duty belt with 
attached tools and equipment as part of his position as a K-9 sergeant. Sergeant Kerns’ 
handgun was carried on the right side of his body and secured in a holster  
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Prior to countdown, Sergeant Kerns stated he loaded 15 cartridges in the magazine placed 
into his firearm, and 15 cartridges in the two spare magazines carried on his belt. All three of 
his magazines had the capacity to hold 17 cartridges.   
 

Make  Glock  
Model 17 
Serial Number  
Caliber 9mm 
Ammunition Speer 9mm Luger +P  
Cartridge in Chamber Yes 
Magazine from Weapon Capacity: 17 cartridges 

Countdown: 10 cartridges 
Spare Magazine #1 Capacity: 17 cartridges 

Countdown: 15 cartridges 
Spare Magazine #2 Capacity: 17 cartridges 

Countdown: 15 cartridges 
 
At the completion of the countdown, it was determined Sergeant Kerns’ firearm was missing 
five rounds. Evidence on the scene indicated Sergeant Kerns fired five rounds. Based on the 
countdown and evidence at the scene, detectives believe Sergeant Kerns fired five rounds 
from his handgun during the incident. Sergeant Kerns’ firearm, magazine, and cartridges were 
photographed and impounded by SCSA Ablert. 
 
Officer Coovert   
 
The following persons were present during the countdown: 
   
1) Detective Jaeger 
2) LVPPA Representative Nicholas  
3) SCSA Albert  
 
Officer Covert was dressed in a standard LVMPD, tan, long sleeve traffic uniform, with black 
leather motor boots. He wore LVMPD patches on each shoulder and an LVMPD badge over 
his left breast, and motor wings on his collar. Officer Coovert wore a black duty belt with 
attached tools and equipment as part of his position in Traffic. Officer Coovert’s handgun was 
carried on the right side of his body and secured in a holster 
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Prior to countdown Officer Coovert stated he carried 15 cartridges in the magazine loaded in 
his firearm and one cartridge in the chamber. Officer Coovert carried two 2 spare magazines 
on his duty belt.   
 

Make  Beretta 
Model 92FS 
Serial Number  
Caliber 9mm  
Ammunition Speer +P 
Cartridge in Chamber Yes 
Magazine from Weapon Capacity:15 cartridges 

Countdown: 11 cartridges 
Spare Magazine #1 Capacity: 15 cartridges 

Countdown: 15 cartridges 
Spare Magazine #2 Capacity: 15 cartridges 

Countdown: 15 cartridges 
 
At the completion of the countdown, it was determined Officer Coovert’s firearm was missing 
four rounds. Evidence on the scene indicated Officer Coovert only fired three rounds during the 
incident. Based on the countdown and evidence at the scene, detectives are unable to 
determine how many rounds Officer Coovert fired. Officer Coovert’s firearm, magazine, and 
cartridges were photographed and impounded by SCSA Ablert. 
 
Officer Lewis  
 
The following persons were present during the countdown: 
   
1) Detective Jaeger 
2) LVPPA Representative Nicholas  
3) LVPPA Attorney Roger  
4) SCSA Albert  
 
Officer Lewis was dressed in a standard LVMPD tan long sleeve uniform. He wore LVMPD 
patches on each shoulder and an LVMPD badge over his left breast. Officer Lewis wore a 
black duty belt with attached tools and equipment as part of his position in patrol. Officer Lewis’ 
handgun was carried on the right side of his body and secured in a holster. 
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Prior to countdown, Officer Lewis stated he carried 17 cartridges in the magazine loaded in his 
firearm and one cartridge in the chamber. Officer Lewis carried two magazines on his duty belt 
and both magazines had a capacity of 17 rounds.   
 

Make  Glock 
Model 17 
Serial Number  
Caliber 9mm  
Ammunition Speer +P 
Cartridge in Chamber Yes 
Magazine from Weapon Capacity:17 cartridges 

Countdown: 11 cartridges 
Spare Magazine #1 Capacity: 17 cartridges 

Countdown: 17 cartridges 
Spare Magazine #2 Capacity: 17 cartridges 

Countdown: 17 cartridges 
 
At the completion of the countdown, it was determined Officer Lewis’ firearm was missing six 
rounds. Evidence on the scene indicated Officer Lewis fired six rounds. Based on the 
countdown and evidence at the scene, detectives believe Officer Lewis fired six rounds from 
his handgun during the incident. Officer Lewis’ firearm, magazine, and cartridges were 
photographed and impounded by SCSA Ablert. 
 
Officer Luna  
 
The following persons were present during the countdown: 
   
1) Detective Jaeger 
2) NLPOA Representative Jimenez 
3) NLPOA Attorney Perez   
4) SCSA Albert  
 
Officer Luna was dressed in a standard LVMPD tan long sleeve uniform. He wore LVMPD 
patches on each shoulder and an LVMPD badge over his left breast. Officer Luna wore a black 
duty belt with attached tools and equipment as part of his position in patrol. Officer Luna’s 
handgun was carried on the right side of his body and secured in a holster. 
 
Prior to countdown Officer Luna stated he carried 17 cartridges in the magazine loaded in his 
firearm and one cartridge in the chamber. Officer Luna carried three spare magazines on his 
duty belt and all three spare magazines had a capacity of 17 rounds.   
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Handgun 
 

Make  Glock 
Model 17 
Serial Number  
Caliber 9mm  
Ammunition Speer +P 
Cartridge in Chamber Yes 
Magazine from Weapon Capacity:17 cartridges 

Countdown: 13 cartridges 
Spare Magazine #1 Capacity: 17 cartridges 

Countdown: 17 cartridges 
Spare Magazine #2 Capacity: 17 cartridges 

Countdown: 17 cartridges 
Spare Magazine #3 Capacity: 17 cartridges 

Countdown: 17 cartridges 
 
At the completion of the countdown, it was determined Officer Luna’s firearm was missing four 
rounds. Evidence on the scene indicated Officer Luna fired four rounds. Based on the 
countdown and evidence at the scene, detectives determined Officer Luna fired four rounds 
from his handgun during the incident. Officer Luna’s firearm, magazine, and cartridges were 
photographed and impounded by SCSA Ablert. 
 
Shotgun 
 

Make  Remington 
Model 870 pump 
Serial Number  
Caliber 12 gauge 
Ammunition Federal Premium 
Cartridge in Chamber No 
Tube inside of the Shotgun Capacity: 4 cartridges 

Countdown: 0 cartridges 
Side Saddle  Capacity: 6 cartridges 

Countdown: 6 cartridges 
 
The countdown of the shotgun was performed on the scene (Fast Elk Street) by SCSA 
Fletcher. At the completion of the countdown, it was determined Officer Luna discharged his 
shotgun four times during the incident. The shotgun and remaining cartridges were 
photographed and impounded by SCSA Fletcher.  
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VIII. BODY WORN CAMERAS (BWC) 
 
During the incident, four separate officers activated their respective BWCs. Not all of the 
officers who activated their BWC witnessed the officer-involved shooting. Below are a list of 
each officer that activated BWCs and a brief description of what was captured.  
 
Officer Lewis 
 
Officer Lewis activated his BWC one time during the incident. Due to the length his BWC was 
active, it created two separate segments. The video footage was later viewed by Detective 
Patton. Listed below is the activation time, the duration of the segments, and any significant 
events that occurred during the segments.  
 
Note: All times listed below are approximate and represent how many minutes / seconds into 
the video the event occurred, not the actual time of day. 
 
Activation #1 
Broken up into two segments:  

- Segment #1 activated at 12:08:55 hours and was 30 minutes 32 seconds in duration. 
 

• 2 minutes 30 seconds: Officer Lewis arrives in the neighborhood. 

• 2 minutes 42 seconds: Officer Lewis broadcast he can hear gunshots in the 
neighborhood. 

• 3 minutes 20 seconds: Officer Lewis exits his vehicle that he parked at Red 
House Street and Crazy Bull Avenue. Officer Lewis starts walking west on Crazy 
Bull Avenue.  

• 4 minutes 02 seconds: Officer Lewis arrives at 9820 Fast Elk Street and sees 
Simpson in the middle of Fast Elk Street walking south toward him with a handgun 
in his hand. The handgun has an extended magazine. Officer Lewis retreats back 
to his vehicle to wait for Officer Luna. 

• 5 minutes 34 seconds: Officer Luna arrives with Officer Lewis and is armed with 
a shotgun. 

• 5 minutes 42 seconds: Officers Luna and Lewis walk west on Crazy Bull Avenue. 
Officer Luna is in the lead with the shotgun. 

• 6 minutes 13 seconds: Officers Luna and Lewis see Simpson in the middle of 
Fast Elk Street and command him to drop his gun. 

• 6 minutes 17 seconds: Simpson is seen in the street with his hands up. 

• 6 minutes 25 seconds: Officer Lewis tells Simpson to not go toward his gun.  

• 6 minutes 43 seconds: Simpson’s gun can be seen on the ground approximately 
five feet from him. 

• 6 minutes 48 seconds: Officer Lewis broadcast that they are giving Simpson 
verbal commands. 
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• 6 minutes 50 seconds to 8 minutes 15 seconds: Officers Lewis and Luna 
communicate with Simpson, but Simpson refuses to step more than five feet away 
from his gun. 

• 8 minutes 17 seconds: Officer Lewis tells Simpson, “We want to end this 
peacefully, so please I’m asking you, please don’t do that.” 

• 9 minutes 50 seconds: Simpson is yelling, “Lord! Lord! Lord you know who I am. 
Y’all know who I am!” 

• 10 minutes 25 seconds: Sergeant Kerns has arrived and tells Simpson, “We’re 
just here to help.” 

• 10 minutes 27 seconds to 10 minutes 46 seconds: Simpson runs north on Fast 
Elk Street, picks up his gun and fires one round south towards Officer Luna and   
K-9 Nicky. Officers Lewis and Luna return fire and run north to a new location 
behind a white Yukon. 

• 10 minutes 39 seconds to 10 minutes 46 seconds: Sergeant Kerns yells at 
Simpson several times to get away from and drop his gun. 

• 10 minutes 49 seconds: Officer Luna fires two rounds from his shotgun. 

• 10 minutes 53 seconds: Officer Luna fires four rounds from his handgun and 
other gunshots are heard. 

• 10 minutes 57 seconds: Officer Lewis tells Officer Luna, “Step back. I’m over 
your shoulder.” 

• 11 minutes 01 second: Officer Lewis takes Officer Luna’s position and fires four 
rounds from his handgun. Other gunshots can still be heard.  

• 11 minutes 09 seconds: Officer Lewis broadcast, “Subject down, subject down.”  

• 11 minutes 17 seconds: Officer Lewis broadcast, “Crossfire, traffic unit!” 

• 12 minutes 01 second: Sergeant Kerns broadcast, “In the back of the K-9 truck 
there’s a shield. A ballistic shield in the back. Grab that and bring it up to us.” 

• 13 minutes 12 seconds to 14 minutes 08 seconds: Officers form up behind the 
shield, approach Simpson who is unresponsive on the ground, and he is taken into 
custody.   

• 14 minutes 20 seconds: Officer Lewis broadcast that someone still needs to clear 
the house (9848 Fast Elk Street). 

• 15 minutes 37 seconds: Medical personnel arrive and attend to Simpson. 

• 16 minutes 27 seconds: Simpson is placed on a gurney. 

• 17 minutes 41 seconds to 17 minutes 51 seconds: Sergeant Kerns tells other 
officers he thought Simpson was far enough away from the gun to dog him but the 
dog must have got his pants because he was able to pick up the gun.  

• 17 minutes 52 seconds: Officer Luna tells Sergeant Kerns, “And then when he 
turned around he started to point it at you.” 

• 19 minutes 26 seconds: Sergeant Kerns broadcast that Simpson is going to UMC 
Trauma and Nicky is deceased. 
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- Segment #2 activated at 12:39:29 hours and was 04 seconds in duration. 

• Officer Lewis advised he is turning off his BWC. 
 
Sergeant Kerns 
 
Sergeant Kerns activated his BWC one time during the incident. The video footage was later 
viewed by Detective Patton. Listed below is the activation time, the duration of the segment, 
and any significant events that occurred during the segment. (See Sergeant Kerns’ interview 
summary in the Investigation section of this report for further information.)  
 
Note: All times listed below are approximate and represent how many minutes / seconds into 
the video the event occurred, not the actual time of day. 
 
Activation #1 
Activated at 12:09:34 hours and was 16 minutes 49 seconds in length. 

• Sergeant Kerns activates his BWC in the area of Lake Mead Boulevard and Rock 
Springs Drive. 

• 5 minutes 36 seconds: Sergeant Kerns broadcast he is three minutes out. 

• 8 minutes 50 seconds: Sergeant Kerns arrives on Fast Elk Street. 

• 9 minutes 17 seconds: Sergeant Kerns asks over the radio, “Is that him (James 
Simpson) in the orange shirt?” 

• 9 minutes 30 seconds: Sergeant Kerns exits his marked patrol SUV with his K-9 
partner Nicky.  

• 9 minutes 37 seconds to 9 minutes 52 seconds: Sergeant Kerns is calmly 
talking to Simpson asking him to come over to his location and telling Simpson 
they are there to help him.  

• 9 minutes 57 seconds: Sergeant Kerns releases Nicky and gives him the 
command to bite. 

• 9 minutes 59 seconds: Gunshots are heard. [Officers Lewis and Luna as well as 
Simpson are firing their respective weapons.]  

• 10 minutes 08 seconds: Sergeant Kerns yells at Simpson several times to get 
away from and drop his gun.  

• 10 minutes 19 seconds: More gunshots are heard. [Officer Luna and Lewis are 
again firing their weapons.] 

• 10 minutes 22 seconds to 10 minutes 24 seconds: Sergeant Kerns fires three 
rounds from his handgun as he runs to find cover. 

• 10 minutes 25 seconds to 10 minutes 34 seconds: Gunshots from Officers 
Luna, Lewis, and Coovert are heard. 

• 10 minutes 34 seconds to 10 minutes 35 seconds: Sergeant Kerns fires two 
more rounds from his handgun from behind an electrical box and Simpson is seen 
falling to the ground.  

• 11 minutes 29 seconds: Sergeant Kerns asks for an officer to get his ballistic 
shield from the back of this SUV. 
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• 12 minutes 54 seconds to 13 minutes 38 seconds: Officers approach Simpson 
from behind the ballistic shield and take him into custody. Sergeant Kerns advises 
Dispatch that all officers are Code 4, Simpson has been shot, and Nicky has been 
shot.  

• 14 minutes 58 seconds: The handcuffs are taken off of Simpson so medical 
personnel can transport him. 

• 15 minutes 15 seconds: Medical personnel attend to Simpson. 

• 15 minutes 55 seconds: Simpson is loaded onto a gurney.     

• 16 minutes 50 seconds: Sergeant Kerns turns off his BWC. 
 
Officer Norberto Moreno-Marquez 
 
Officer Moreno-Marquez activated his BWC one time during the incident. The activation started 
at approximately 12:13:00 hours and lasted for approximately 25 minutes and 53 seconds. The 
video footage was later viewed by Detective Patton. Officer Moreno-Marquez did not witness 
the officer-involved shooting. Officer Moreno-Marquez arrived after the shooting and helped 
gather witness information and secure the crime scene.   
 
Officer Martin Hernandez 
 
Officer Hernandez activated his BWC five separate times during the incident. The video 
footage was later viewed by Detective Patton. Officer Hernandez arrived after the shooting and 
helped gather witness information and secure the crime scene. Listed below are the activation 
times and the duration of each segment.  
 
Activation #1 
Broken up into three segments:  

- Segment #1 activated at 12:36:35 hours and was 30 minutes 31 seconds in duration. 
- Segment #2 activated at 13:07:07 hours and was 30 minutes 02 seconds in duration. 
- Segment #3 activated at 13:37:10 hours and was 30 minutes 02 seconds in duration. 

 
Activation #2  
Activated at 14:07:11 hours and was 1 minute 16 seconds in duration. 
 
Activation #3 
Activated at 14:40:53 hours and was 42 seconds in duration. 
 
Activation #4 
Activated at 14:47:48 hours and was 4 minutes 49 seconds in duration. 

• FIT Lieutenant Huddler spoke to murder victim’s family. 
 
Activation #5 
Activated at 15:02:17 hours and was 42 seconds in duration. 
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IX. THIRD PERSON VIDEO AND PHOTOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE 
 
9809 Fast Elk Street (Cell phone video shot by Sharon Lopez) 
 
On 03/31/2016 Sharon Lopez, who resides at 9809 Fast Elk Street, used her Samsung Galaxy 
S6 smartphone to capture three separate videos related to an officer-involved shooting 
incident. Lopez signed a Consent to Search form granting the LVMPD Computer Forensics 
Lab (CFL) detectives permission to search and retrieve the three video’s from her cell phone 
without a search warrant.  
 
Detective Patton called CFL Sergeant Skehan and requested he along with detectives from his 
section respond to assist with the download of Lopez’ phone. CFL Detective Johnson 
responded to the scene and performed the download. Upon his arrival, Detective Johnson 
received the smartphone from Lopez, downloaded the videos from the phone, and returned the 
phone to Lopez.  
 
Detective Johnson completed a CFL Examination Report, put the downloaded video onto a 
thumb drive, and provided the report and drive to Detective Patton.  
 
Note: All times listed below are approximate and represent how many minutes / seconds into 
the video the event occurred, not the actual time of day. 
 
Video #1  
Approximately 39 seconds in duration. Lopez is outside in her front yard.  

• 16 seconds: Lopez is heard saying, “Oh, he’s pointing a gun out.”  

• 17 seconds: Simpson is heard yelling, “Help! Help! Help! A woman just got shot!” 

• 23 seconds: Simpson is seen in the street wearing an orange shirt. 
 

Video #2 
Approximately 8 minutes 26 seconds in duration. The video starts with Lopez filming from 
inside her house. Lopez is on the second level of her house and filming from an open window. 
Officers Lewis and Luna can be seen and heard. Both officers are attempting to communicate 
with Simpson. Officer Lewis is armed with a handgun and Officer Luna is armed with a 
shotgun. 

• 2 minutes 10 seconds: Officer Coovert arrives and drives away. [To the north end of 
Fast Elk.]     

• 3 minutes 30 seconds: Sergeant Kerns arrives and parkes in front of the Lopez’ 
driveway. 

• 4 minutes 03 seconds: Gunshots are heard. 

• 4 minutes 10 seconds: Lopez runs from her second level window to her front door.  

• 4 minutes 23 seconds: Lopez exits her house and more shots can be heard. 

• 4 minutes 39 seconds: The final shot is fired.  
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• 5 minutes 48 seconds: An unknown officer tells the Lopez’ to “Go inside!” (The Lopez’ 
stay outside.) 

• 6 minutes 12 seconds: An officer is seen running north on Fast Elk with a ballistic 
shield.  

• 6 minutes 17 seconds: Sergeant Kerns is seen on the west side of Fast Elk in front of 
a car pointing his handgun at Simpson. 

• 6 minutes 49 seconds: Officers approach Simpson from behind the ballistic shield.  

• 7 minutes 22 seconds: Mr. Lopez is heard having a phone conversation. Mr. Lopez 
states, “He (Simpson) was out here shooting inside his house. I called 911 and there’s 
been a standoff here for about ten minutes. Then he drew the gun on the cops and they 
just fucking blasted him.” 

• 8 minutes 8 seconds: Medical personnel arrive. 
 

Video #3  
Approximately 1 minute 24 seconds in duration. Lopez is outside when the video starts and 
Simpson is being loaded onto a gurney. 
 
X. SEARCH WARRANTS  
 
On 03/31/2016, at approximately 1716 hours, a telephonic search warrant was obtained by 
Sergeant MacDonald from the Honorable District Court Judge Nancy Allf. Sergeant 
MacDonald had probable cause to believe the following items: 
 
1.  Paperwork such as rent receipts, utility bills, and addressed letters showing the name(s) 

of persons residing at the premises. Paperwork such as proof of insurance, DMV 
registration showing the names(s) of persons owning/responsible for the vehicles. 

 
2.  Written correspondence, diaries, financial records, wills, identification and like items. 
 
3.  Any and all cellular phones, desktop and/or laptop computers. 
 
4.  Telephonic information to include; caller ID history, answering machine messages, 

phone  directories, call history, photographs and/or video stored electronically in cellular 
phones. 

 
5.  A thorough, microscopic examination and documentation of the crime scene to discover 

trace evidence to include but not limited to: fingerprints. Blood, hair, fibers, and bodily 
fluid samples. 

  
6.  Epithelial cells from the mouth of James Craig Simpson jr. DOB /1984 to be 

collected via Buccal Swab. 
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7.  Any and all firearms inside the residence of 9848 Fast Elk St., to include paperwork 
related to such firearms. 

 
8.  Bullet impacts and any other evidence of a shooting that may exist inside the 

residences and vehicles listed below. 
 
9.  Clothing off the suspect James Simpson located at UMC Trauma. 
 
10.  Any bullet fragments inside the residences and vehicles listed below. 
 
11. The bodies of Brandon Hughes, DOB /85 and Felicia Hughes-Wimberly from inside 

the residence of 9848 Fast Elk St. 
 
12.  Admit blood from James Craig Simpson. 
 
Would be located in the following locations: 
 
1)      Structures: 9848 Fast Elk St. Las Vegas, NV 89143; 9833 Fast Elk St. Las Vegas, NV; 

9829 Fast Elk St. 
 
2)  Vehicle: Year: 2000 Make: Mercedes Model s500V Color: Black  

VIN: WDBNG75J8YA049429, Plate: 331XVJ State: NV Mo/Yr: 1/2017. 
 
3)  Vehicle: Year: 2011 Make: Toyota Model Camry Color: Silver  

VIN: 4T4BF3EK9BR205168, Plate: 99A586 State: NV Mo/Yr: 7/2016. 
 
4)  Vehicle: Year: 1999 Make: Ford; Model: Contour; Color: Blue;  

VIN: 1FAFP66L1XK163545; Plate: 70B014; State: NV; Mo/Yr: 09/2016. 
 
5)  Vehicle: Year: 2007; Make: Toyota; Model: Sienne; Color: Tan;  

VIN: 5TDZK23C37S044861; Plate: 145LUE; State: NV Exp: 09/2016 
 
6)    Vehicle: Year: 2006; Make: GMC; Model: Yukon; Color: White;  

VIN: 1GKFK66U46J130890; Plate: 145LUE; State: NV; Exp: 05/2016 
 
7) Vehicle: LVMPD Marked K9 vehicle #9667 
  
The following personnel served the search warrant and documented the results: 
   
1) Sergeant MacDonald 
2) Detective Patton 
3) Detective Colon 
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The following items were photographed in place, documented on the search warrant return 
and impounded by several different LVMPD crime scene analysts as pursuant to the search 
warrant: 
  
From 9848 Fast Elk Street: 
1) 4 Cartridge cases 
2) 2 Live 9mm cartridges 
3) 2 Bullets 
4) Blood Swabs 
5) Vic #1 Left Shoe 
6) ID-Encompass Home health – Felecia 
7) Backpack & Contents 
8) White towel 
9) Sandals 
10) Clothes 
 
From 9833 Fast Elk Street: 
1) Shotgun pellet from SB3 
 
From 9829 Fast Elk Street: 
1) Bullet Fragment 
2) (4) Pellets 
 
From UMC ICU room # 14: 
1) Buccal Swab Kit collected from the mouth of James Craig Simpson, ID# 7516066. 
 
From UMC Trauma: 
1) Admit Blood collected from James Simpson. 
 
On 03/31/2016, at approximately 2011 hours, a piggyback telephonic search warrant was 
obtained by Sergeant MacDonald from the Honorable District Court Judge Nancy Allf. 
Sergeant MacDonald had probable cause to believe the following items: 
 
1.  Paperwork such as rent receipts, utility bills, and addressed letters showing the name(s) 

of persons residing at the premises. Paperwork such as proof of insurance, DMV 
registration showing the names(s) of persons owning/responsible for the vehicles. 

 
2.  Written correspondence, diaries, financial records, wills, identification and like items. 
 
3.  Any and all cellular phones, desktop and/or laptop computers. 
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4.  Telephonic information to include; caller ID history, answering machine messages, 
phone  directories, call history, photographs and/or video stored electronically in cellular 
phones. 

 
5.  A thorough, microscopic examination and documentation of the crime scene to discover 

trace evidence to include but not limited to: fingerprints. Blood, hair, fibers, and bodily 
fluid samples. 

  
6.  Any and all firearms inside the residence of 7900 Copper Canyon Rd. to include 

paperwork related to such firearms. 
 
7.  Any items such as ammunition or magazines to any of the located firearms.  
 
8. An unknown make/model cell phone found in an unknown pocket of the male decedent 

Brandon Huges as located at the original crime scene 9848 Fast Elk St. 
 
Would be located at:  
 
1)      Structures: 7900 Copper Canyon Rd. Las Vegas, NV 89128 
  
The following personnel served the search warrant and documented the results: 
   
1) Sergeant MacDonald 
2) Detective Mendoza 
3) Detective Sclimenti 
 
The following items were photographed and impounded as part of the search warrant: 
  
1) (3) 9mm cartridges 
2) Green USB thumb drive 
3) Super pawn ticker in name of James Simoson 
4) Glock firearm case 
5) Glock magazine 9mm containing (8) 9mm cartridges 
6) Black alcatel cellphone 
7) Black Kyocera cellphone 
 
SCSA Albert took overall photographs of the interior of the residence and photographed all of 
the impounded items in place prior to recovering them.  
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XI. DESCRIPTION OF THE SCENES, VISIBLE EVIDENCE AND OFFICER POSITIONS  
 
Description of the Homicide Scene  
 
Diagrams 
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ADDRESS: 
9848 Fast Elk Street:  
 
VEHICLES: 
1) 2011 Toyota Camry; NV 99A 586; VIN.  4T4BF3EK9BR205168 
2) 2000 Mercedes SSOO; NV 331 XVJ; VIN.  WDBNG75J8YA049429 
 
The location description documented below in italics was imported into this report directly from 
a report created by SCSA McPhail.  
 
GENERAL INFORMATION: 
On Thursday March 31st 2016, at 1503 hours, I arrived at the above address. The residence, a 
two level/ single family structure, was part of a much larger Officer Involved Shooting scene. 
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The residence was located at the southeast corner of the intersection of Fast Elk Street and 
Black Elk Avenue. There was a great deal of police activity in the area and vehicle as well as 
pedestrian traffic was prohibited around the residence with yellow colored crime scene tape as 
well as police vehicles and personnel. 
 
In addition to the LVMPD patrol officers present, multiple detectives from the LVMPD Force 
Investigation Team (FIT) were present including Detective J. Patton #8289 and M. Colon 
#7585. Investigator T. Brown from the Clark County Office of the Coroner/Medical Examiner 
(CCOCME) was also present when I arrived. She cleared from the scene with no action taken 
and returned later in the investigation (1910 hours). Crime Scene Analyst Supervisor S. 
Joseph #8178 and Senior Crime Scene Analyst B. Vaandering #13575 were also present 
when I arrived. 
 
The Scene 
The residence was located on the east side of Fast Elk Street and the residence faced west. 
There was a two-car garage in the southwest corner of the residence and there were stairs 
against the north exterior side of the garage leading to a small landing and the front entry door 
on the north side of the residence. The overhead door to the garage (west side of the garage) 
was open when I arrived and there was a portable blind setup in front of the garage, on the 
south side, blocking view of the female victim from the road in front of the residence. 
 
The above listed silver colored Toyota Camry was parked eastbound on the north side of the 
driveway. 
 
There were four large, orange colored, traffic cones inside the driveway. Two were located on 
the ground behind (west of) the Toyota Camry, one was near the front/right wheel of the 
Toyota Camry, and another cone was at the bottom, southwest corner of the driveway. The 
two cones behind the Toyota were marking the locations of 9mm cartridges. The cone near the 
right/front wheel of the Toyota was marking a 9mm cartridge and a 9mm cartridge case, and 
the cone near the southwest corner of the driveway was marking an additional 9mm cartridge 
case. These items were labeled with numbers later in the investigation and will be described in 
detail below. There was also a purple colored lady's clog/shoe (Item #20) located on the 
driveway south of the Toyota. 
 
When I arrived there were additional cones inside the landscaped area near the northwest 
corner of the property. These cones were used to identify the locations of three 9mm cartridge 
cases. These cartridge cases were part of the Officer Involved Shooting portion of the scene 
and were photographed and recovered by day shift CSAs working that part of the scene. 
Please refer to the Officer Involved Shooting Report/s for further information regarding the 
three cartridge cases in the landscaped area near the northwest corner of the property. 
 
There was a dark green colored Toyota Corolla (Nv. 31A 213) parked eastbound on Black Elk 
Avenue, on the north side of the above listed residence and there was an LVMPD motorcycle 
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(LVMPD #7460/ Nv. LVMPD 016) parked westbound on the north side of the Toyota Corolla. 
The LVMPD motorcycle was also part of the Officer Involved Shooting portion of the scene and 
will be described in that report by day shift CSAs. 
 
There was a gate located on the south side of the residence, near the southeast corner, which 
allowed entry into the rear (east) yard. The gate was open when I arrived. 
 
Search Warrant 
At a later point in time (not noted) a search warrant for the residence was obtained by FIT 
detectives and we were allowed to enter the garage and the residence. Previous to this point in 
time, no Crime Scene Personnel were in the residence or the garage. There was an LVMPD 
patrol officer positioned inside the residence due to the needs of an elderly female who was 
bedridden and not able to be removed from the residence. 
 
The Residence 
As indicated previously the 2-car garage was located in the southwest corner of the residence. 
There was a fire door on the east side of the garage which opened into the east-west hallway 
that extended eastward to the southwest corner of the living room. The living room was located 
in the northeast corner of the ground level. There was a bedroom in the southeast corner, the 
south/centrally located bedroom, and the bathroom was in the southwest comer of the living 
portion of the residence. Stairs leading to the mid-level entry landing were located north of the 
bathroom, and the laundry room was on the north side of the hallway, east of the stairs. 
 
The Garage 
There was a gray colored wooden ramp on the floor of the garage leading to the fire door and 
hallway inside the residence. The ramp allowed wheelchair access into the residence. The 
male victim listed above was located partially on the ramp and will be described in detail 
below. 
 
The black colored Mercedes S500 listed above was parked eastbound inside the south bay of 
the garage. There were numerous items stored in boxes and plastic bins on the floor inside the 
north bay of the garage. The stored items included several exercise machines as well as 
boxes and bins, a stack of tires, and there was a chest style freezer against the east wall, north 
of the fire door. There was a twin sized mattress stored on its side, against the stored items 
inside the north bay, forming a short barrier along the north side of the isle leading to the ramp. 
The stored items inside the north bay of the garage prevented access into the area, and items 
would have to be removed to access the area. A wooden cabinet/workbench was also located 
against the east wall, south of the fire door, followed by a water softener and the water heater 
in the southeast corner. There was also a plastic trash can on the east side of the garage, 
between the ramp and the workbench. 
 
There was very little room to walk between the front end of the Mercedes and the workbench, 
water softener, and the water heater. There was a clearing (isle) between the stored items 
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inside the north bay and the north (driver's) side of the Mercedes which provided access from 
the overhead door, at the west end of the garage, to the ramp at the fire door. There were 
shelves along the south wall of the garage, with very little room to walk between the right 
(south) side of the Mercedes and the shelves. The shelves were filled with canned food items 
at the east end and other stored items west of the food. 
 
There was a large area rug below the Mercedes which extended northward from below the 
north (left) side of the car. The rug extended from a point behind the front tires of the Mercedes 
and to a point behind the rear tires. There was an additional area rug on the floor, inside the 
north bay which extended westward from the ramp to a point just past the center of the garage. 
The cement floor was visible between the two rugs, inside the isle leading to the ramp. 
As indicated previously, the female victim listed above was lying supine behind (west of) the 
rear end of the Mercedes, at the open overhead door to the garage. She will be described in 
detail below. 
 
There was an LG brand cell phone (Item #18) located on the ramp leading to the hallway. 
There were bloodstains on the phone and the phone was in a purple colored case. There was 
also a black and red colored "Air Jordan' brand left shoe (Item #21) on the floor of the garage, 
near the male victim's right foot. 
 
An additional cell phone was located on the rug below the black Mercedes. This cell phone 
was a Samsung brand phone in a red colored case. This phone reportedly belonged to the 
attempt homicide victim (Green-Oliver, Twila) listed above, and she unlocked the phone and 
allowed me to document multiple phone calls from the call log of the phone including an 
outgoing phone call made to 911 from the phone at 1156 am with an incoming call from 702-
111-1111 (LVMPD dispatch) at 1200 pm. There was an additional number called (outgoing) 
from the phone at 0229 am to 702-873-8012 (listed as the Yellow Cab Company). 
 
A plastic identification card (Item #19) in the name of "Felecia' from "Encompass Home Health' 
was located on the carpet south of the mattress inside the north bay of the garage. The card 
had a metal clip attached to the top of it. 
 
Firearms Evidence 
The firearms evidence inside the garage as well as in the driveway, in the residence, and in 
the rear (east) yard will be described in this section of this report. The locations of the items will 
be included but the items will be grouped here for clarity purposes. 
 
Brass Colored 9mm Cartridges 
As indicated previously, there were three (3) complete, brass colored, 9mm cartridges on the 
driveway west of the garage. These included one (1) 9mm cartridge (Item #1) inside the gutter 
behind the rear end of the silver Toyota parked on the north side of the driveway; one (1) 9mm 
cartridge (Item #2) on the driveway below the rear bumper of the Toyota; and one (1) 9mm 
cartridge (Item #5) located south of the front/right wheel of the Toyota. 
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There were two additional brass colored 9mm cartridges on the wooden ramp on the east side 
of the garage including one (Item #8) located below the right hand of the male victim, and an 
additional cartridge (Item #9) northeast of the victim's head, near the leading edge jamb of the 
fire door. 
 
Brass Colored 9mm Cartridge Cases 
There was one (1) cartridge case (Item #4) on the ground inside the driveway near the front/ 
right wheel of the Toyota on the north side of the driveway; and one (1) 9mm cartridge case 
(Item #3) on the south side of the driveway, near the southwest corner. 
 
There were three cartridge cases inside the garage including one (1) cartridge case (Item #6) 
on the area rug below the Mercedes, west of the rear/left wheel; one (1) cartridge case (Item 
#7) on the carpet on floor inside the north bay of the garage, in front of (south of) the mattress 
and west of the ramp; and one cartridge case (Item #10) located on the cement between the 
north side of the ramp and the south side of the freezer. · 
 

• It should be noted that I returned to the garage on April 2nd, 2014 and I located a fourth 
brass colored 9mm cartridge case on the floor near the northwest corner of the garage. 
This will be described in detail in the reports generated that day under follow-up event 
160402-2919. 

 
There was one additional cartridge case located inside the residence. The cartridge case (Item 
#11) was located on the floor near the fire door at the west end of the hallway. It was at the 
open door to the laundry room. 
 
Bullet Holes and Impacts (Ricochets) and Bullets 
There were two bullet holes on the east side of the northeast living room including one bullet 
hole (labeled A1) to the east wall, just south of the sliding glass door leading to the rear yard. 
This bullet hole was 2'10" above the floor and 9" south of the doorjamb on the leading edge 
side of the sliding glass door. There was an additional bullet hole (labeled B1) through the 
shattered sliding glass door, north of A 1. The glass for the sliding glass door was shattered 
with a large amount of the glass missing from the door and in a pile on the interior and exterior 
sides of the door. There was a ragged edge of broken glass along the south side of the sliding 
portion of the door, with a half bullet hole (B1) along the edge of the glass. B1 was 2'7" above 
the floor and 9" north of the south (leading edge) jamb. There was also a hole through the 
curtain north of impact B1. Because the hole was relatively close to B1 it was labeled B. There 
were additional holes in the curtain which were clearly not bullet holes (ragged edges etc.) and 
it is uncertain if B is a bullet hole or if the curtain was moved after the shooting. 
 
Bullet A perforated the east wall at A 1, exiting the exterior side at A2. The bullet was traveling 
2 degrees downward and 85 degrees toward the left (northeast). The bullet continued 
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downward and left where it impacted the block wall along the east perimeter of the rear yard at 
A3. A3 was 15'11" south of the northeast corner of the yard and 3" above the ground. 
 
Bullet B perforated the interior side of the sliding glass door at B1, exited the exterior side of 
the door at B2, and continued slightly downward and left (northeast) where it impacted sliding 
screen door at B3. The bullet continued slightly downward and left to the block wall along the 
east perimeter of the rear yard, impacting the wall at B4 which was 15'5" south of the northeast 
corner and 6" above the ground. 
 
There were two (2) bullets on the ground in front of the east perimeter block wall. The first 
(Item #12) was 15'11" south and 1'2" west of the northeast corner, and the second (Item #13) 
was 12'6" south and 3' west of the northeast corner. 
 

• It was not possible to determine the trajectory angle for the bullet impacts labeled B-
through-B4 due to the fact that the double pane glass was broken and the screen door 
was damaged apparently after the shooting (bent along the leading edge). 

 
Bloodstains Inside the Garage 
There was a blood transfer stain (bloody hand print) located on the cement floor of the garage 
near the front/left wheel of the Mercedes. This was labeled "A" at the scene. An additional 
blood transfer stain (swipe pattern) was also located on the cement garage floor west of the 
bloody hand print. This was labeled "B". There were also apparent blood drip stains (blood 
trail) located on the floor of the garage between the bloody hand print and the location of the 
female victim at the rear end of the Mercedes. 
 
There were multiple heavy blood transfer stains on the left side of the Mercedes including the 
large stain on the front/left door, in front of the rearview mirror; a blood transfer stain and 
multiple drip stains (labeled C) on the rear/left door, around the handle; and a heavy blood 
transfer stain (swipe) along the left edge of the trunk lid (labeled D). The transfer stain on the 
trunk showed movement from the front (east) to the rear (west) end of the stain pattern. 
 
The Living Room 
The bullet holes located on the east side of the living room were described above. There was 
additional damage to the east wall of the living room below the bullet impact labeled A 1. This 
damage consisted of a round shaped hole with a drywall screw below the surface of the wall. It 
did not appear to be a bullet hole. The damaged area was 2'2" above the floor and 8" north of 
the leading edge jamb. 
 
There was a couch on the east side of the living room with a pair of "Air Jordan" brand sandals 
(Item #23) on the cushion at the south end of the couch. 
 
As indicated previously, the sliding glass door leading to the rear yard was shattered and there 
was a large portion of the door in pieces on the floor on the interior and exterior sides. The 
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sliding screen door on the exterior side was bent nearly in half along the leading edge and the 
top half of the screen door was outside the top track. A portion of the curtain which hung on the 
interior side of the sliding glass door was over the top/leading edge corner of the screen door, 
and the curtain was dangling on the exterior side of the screen door. 
 
The Southeast Bedroom 
As indicated previously, there was a bed located inside the room with an elderly female on the 
bed. The bed was positioned with the head in the southeast corner of the room. The bed was 
at an angle, with the foot of the bed away from the east wall of the bedroom. There was a blue, 
white, and black colored backpack (Item #28) located on the floor inside the bedroom near the 
northwest corner of the bed. 
 
The backpack was filled with clothing, gloves, and other personal items including paperwork in 
the name of James Simpson. There was also a 9mm, brass colored cartridge (Item #30) 
located inside the backpack, and a dime (Item #29). 
 
The Laundry Room 
The washer and dryer were located against the north wall of the room and there was a plastic 
clothes hamper located on the south side of the room, east of the entry door in the southwest 
corner. There were clothing items inside the clothes hamper reportedly belonging to the 
subject Simpson, James (10-30-84). These items included a pair of Adidas shorts (Item #24); a 
red and white colored, long sleeved, hooded shirt (Item #25); a green colored, short sleeved, 
shirt with "Brooks Brothers Bail Bonds" on the front side (Item #26); and two white colored 
socks (Item #27). 
 
The Hallway 
As indicated previously, there was a 9mm cartridge case (Item #11) located on the floor of the 
hallway, near the west end, at the open door to the laundry room. The fire door at the west end 
of the hallway (leading to the garage) had a double keyed deadbolt lock which secured the 
door. The lock was in the locked position when I arrived. 
 
Photography 
I exposed digital images showing the scene location and the overall condition of the front 
(west) side of the residence, the exterior north side, and the rear (east) side of the residence 
including the recovered items of evidence, the above listed vehicles, and bullet impacts inside 
the rear yard. 
 
I also exposed digital images inside the residence showing the recovered items of evidence, 
multiple bullet holes on the east side of the living room, bloodstains inside the garage and on 
the Mercedes, and the location, position, and the overall condition of the two deceased victims. 
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Evidence Recovery 
The above listed items were recovered and impounded as evidence by Sr. Crime Scene 
Analyst B. Vaandering #13575 including three (3) 9mm cartridges and two (2) 9mm cartridge 
cases inside the driveway in front of the residence; two (2) 9mm cartridges and three (3) 9mm 
cartridge cases inside the garage; one (1) 9mm cartridge case on the floor near the west end 
of the hallway, inside the residence; and two (2) bullets from the rear yard. B. Vaandering also 
recovered two (2) apparent blood samples from the floor of the garage, and two (2) apparent 
blood samples from the left side of the Mercedes. She also recovered the LG brand cell phone 
from the ramp near the male victim's head, the Encompass Home Health ID card and the black 
and red shoe from the floor of the garage; the purple colored clog/ shoe from the driveway; the 
white towel with bloodstains from the male victim's abdomen; the Air Jordan brand sandals 
from the couch on the east side of the living room; the clothing items inside the plastic clothes 
hamper on the south side of the laundry room; and the backpack and contents from the floor of 
the southeast bedroom. Please refer to her report for more detail regarding the evidence items 
recovered. 
 
Location and Description of the Bodies 
 
The Victims 
Victim #1 was a black male adult approximately 31 years of age. He was lying supine along 
the south edge of the wood ramp leading to the hallway, on the east side of the garage. The 
portion of his body above his waist was located on the ramp and those portions below his waist 
were on the cement between the south side of the ramp and the workbench. The upper half of 
his body was angled toward the northeast and his legs were directed toward the west with his 
feet slightly apart. His right arm was extended straight out from his shoulder, with his hand 
northwest. His left arm was bent at the elbow with his lower/left arm at rest on the white towel 
(Item #22) located on his abdomen and his left hand at rest on his right hip. His face was 
directed upward and the top of his head was directed toward the northeast. 
 
The victim was wearing a gray plaid, hooded, jacket over a white sleeveless undershirt, gray 
under pants (visible above his lowered shorts), black shorts, and gray socks. He was wearing 
a red and black colored shoe on his right foot and his left shoe was off his foot and located on 
the floor adjacent to his right foot. 
 
There were bloodstains on the front side of the victim's white colored sleeveless undershirt. 
 
As indicated previously, there were two cartridges on the ramp near the male victim. One was 
near his head and the other was under his right hand. There was also a cell phone (LG Brand) 
on the ramp near his head. 
 
Investigator T. Brown (CCOCME) perfonned a cursory examination of the victim at the scene. 
There were two (2) apparent gunshot injuries on the chest of the victim, one above his left 
nipple and the other, an elongated hole, located below his right breast. 
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The victim was placed inside a clean white sheet and then into a new body bag by personnel 
from Hites Funeral Home who arrived at 1915 hours. The male victim's bag was sealed with 
seal #357907 and he was transported to CCOCME by personnel from Hites Funeral Home. 
 
Victim #2 was a black female adult approximately 48 years of age. She was lying supine at the 
entry to the garage, behind (west of) the rear/left corner of the Mercedes. Her right hip was 
near the rear/left corner of the car and her right hand was partially under the car. The back of 
her head was on the cement joint that separated the garage from the driveway as was her left 
foot. Her left arm and the upper/left quadrant of her back were on the driveway and the right 
side of her body was in the garage. 
 
The victim's face was directed upward, with the top of her head directed toward the 
south/southwest. Her legs were apart with the sole of her right foot directed north/northeast 
and the sole of her left foot directed north/northwest. Both of her arms were bent slightly at the 
elbows and on the ground on their respective sides of her body. 
 
The victim was wearing a blue colored lab coat over a multi-colored white shirt and pink 
colored medical scrubs. She was also wearing pink and black socks and a purple colored clog 
(shoe) on her right foot. The front of her lab coat and her shirt were cut open by emergency 
medical personnel. Her left arm was still in the sleeves of both items but her abdomen and 
right arm were exposed and the lab coat and shirt were in a wad on cement on the left side of 
her body. The victim was also wearing a white colored bra that covered her breasts and she 
had a necklace and neck-based earphones around her neck. 
 
Investigator T. Brown (CCOCME) performed a cursory examination of the victim at the scene. 
There was a gunshot wound on the victim's back, near the center, just left of her spine. There 
was an additional gunshot wound on victim's right breast, with an accompanying hole through 
the right cup of her bra. There was an oval shaped pattern on the victim's left abdomen that 
appeared to consist of debris (possible bullet, rock, or cement fragments) and at least one 
copper colored bullet fragment. The pattern was between her left breast and the left side of her 
waist and there was an additional gunshot wound on her lower/left abdomen along the 
waistline of her pink scrubs. The waistline of her scrubs was covering the injury and the hole in 
the scrubs was ragged, with fatty tissue and debris around the hole. The gunshot injury to her 
lower/left abdomen was a large, oval shaped, hole with fatty tissue visible inside of it. There 
was also an unknown injury to the left side of the victim's head and her earring was off her left 
ear and embedded in her hair on the left side of her head. There was an additional possible 
gunshot wound on the victim's right hand, at the posterior side of her thumb and on the inside 
edge of her ring finger, at the tip of her finger. 
 
The victim was placed inside a clean white sheet and then into a new body bag by personnel 
from Hites Funeral Home who arrived at 1915 hours. The male victim's bag was sealed with 
seal #357908 and he was transported to CCOCME by personnel from Hites Funeral Home. 
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Evidence Recovered  
 
The evidence list below in italics was imported into this report directly from a report created by 
SCSA Vaandering reference evidence recovered from 9848 Fast Elk Street.  
 
Package 01 
  
Item #1 - One (1) cartridge bearing the headstamp "F C 9MM LUGER" 
 

In the gutter on the east side of Fast Elk St., to the west of 9848 Fast Elk St. 
(approximately 15'5" north of and 19'4" west of reference point 1) 

 
Item #2 - One (1) cartridge bearing the headstamp "F C 9MM LUGER" 
 

On the ground at the west end of the north side of the driveway at 9848 Fast Elk 
St., just under the rear bumper of vehicle 1 (approximately 12'0" north of and 16'5" 
west of reference point 1) 

 
Item #3 - One (1) cartridge case bearing the headstamp "F C 9MM LUGER" 
 

On the ground at the west end of the south side of the driveway at 9848 Fast Elk St. 
(approximately 3'1" north of and 17'9" west of reference point 1) 

 
Item #4 - One (1) cartridge case bearing the headstamp "F C 9MM LUGER" 
 

On the ground near the middle of the east side of the driveway at 9848 Fast Elk St. 
(approximately 7'5" north of and 4'9" west of reference point 1) 

 
Item #5 - One (1) cartridge bearing the headstamp "F C 9MM LUGER" 
 

On the ground near the middle of the east side of the driveway at 9848 Fast Elk St. 
(approximately 7'5" north of and 3'4" west of reference point 1) 

 
Item #6 - One (1) cartridge case bearing the headstamp "F C 9MM LUGER" 
 

On the floor in the garage, to the west of the rear left tire on vehicle 2 (approximately 
7'3" north of and 3'8" east of reference point 1) 

 
Item #7 - One (1) cartridge case bearing the headstamp "F C 9MM LUGER" 
 

On the floor in the garage, west of the entry door leading into the residence 
(approximately 11'0" north of and 14'10" east of reference point 1) 
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Item #8 - One (1) cartridge bearing the headstamp "F C 9MM LUGER" 
 

On the handicap ramp in the garage located west of the entry door leading into the 
residence, under Victim 1's right hand (approximately 10'10" north of and 17'10" east 
of reference point 1) 

 
Item #9 - One cartridge bearing the headstamp "F C 9MM LUGER"  
 

On the handicap ramp in the garage located west of the entry door leading into the 
residence (approximately 11'2' north of and 20'7" east of reference point 1) 

 
Item #10 - One (1) cartridge case bearing the headstamp "F C 9MM LUGER"  
 

On the floor in the garage, northwest of the entry door leading into the residence 
(approximately 12'4' north of and 19'2" east of reference point 1) 

 
Package 02 
 
Item #11 - One (1) cartridge case bearing the headstamp "F C 9MM LUGER"  
 

On the floor in the downstairs east/west hallway, east of the entry door from the 
garage and south of the entry door to the laundry room (approximately 2'7" north of 
and 21'3' west of reference point 2) 

 
Item #12 - One (1) bullet  
 

On the ground along the east perimeter wall in the backyard at 9648 Fast Elk St., 
(approximately 15'11" north of and 1'2" west of reference point 3) 

 
Item #13 - One (1) bullet fragment 
 

On the ground along the east perimeter wall in the backyard at 9848 Fast Elk St., 
(approximately 12'6' north of and 3'0" west of reference point 3) 

 
Package 03 
  
Item #14 - One (1) swab of apparent blood 
 

From the area labeled A on the floor in the garage, west of Victim 1's feet 
(approximately 7'11' north of and 15'6' east of reference point 1) 
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Item #15 - One (1) swab of apparent blood 
 

From the area labeled B on the floor in the garage, north of vehicle 2 
(approximately 7'11' north of and 11'O'east of reference point 1) 

 
Item #16 - One (1) swab of apparent blood 
 

From the area labeled C on the rear left door of vehicle 2, parked facing east on the 
south side of the garage (approximately 6'5' north of and 5'9' east of reference point 
1) 

 
Item #17 - One (1) swab of apparent blood 
 

From the area labeled D on the back left side of vehicle 2, parked facing east on the 
south side of the garage (approximately 6'5" north of and 2'7" east of reference 
point 1) 

 
Item #18 - One (1) "LG, model LGMS631' grey/black cell phone with a purple case and 

apparent blood; Serial Number 507CYZP305397 
 

On the handicap ramp in the garage located west of the entry door leading into the 
residence, near Victim 1's head (approximately 10'2" north of and 20'5' east of 
reference point 1) 

 
Package 05 
 
Item #19 - One (1) "encompass HOME HEALTH" identification card in the name of "Felecia' 

with a metal clip attached 
 

On the floor in the garage, west of the entry door leading into the residence 
(approximately 11'6' north of and 14'10' east of reference point 1) 

 
Package 06 
 
Item #20 - One (1) left purple "Klogs" shoe, Size 7W 
 

On the ground near the middle of the driveway at 9848 Fast Elk St. (approximately 
7'1" north of and 8'5' west of reference point 1) 

 
Item #21 - One (1) left black and red "Air Jordan" shoe; Size 9 
 

On the floor in the garage, north of Victim 1's right foot (approximately 8'6" north of 
and 16'0" east of reference point 1) 
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Package 07 
 
Item #22 - One (1) white "Angelica' towel with apparent blood 
 

On Victim 1's abdomen 
 
Package 08 
 
Item #23 - One (1) pair of grey "Air Jordan· sandals; Size 7Y 
 

On the couch in the downstairs living room 
 
Item #24 - One (1) pair of blue "adidas' shorts with white vertical lines on the sides of the legs; 

Size XL 
 

In the clothes hamper located on the south wall of the laundry room, just to the 
east of the door 
 

Item #25 - One (1) red and white "Polo Ralph Lauren' horizontal striped hooded long sleeve 
shirt; Size XL 

 
Same as Item #24 

 
Item #26 - One (1) green ".Gildan" short sleeve shirt with Brooks Brothers Bail Bonds on the 

front in white; Size M 
 

Same as Item #24 
 
Item #27 - Two (2) white socks 
 

Same as Item #24 
 
Package 09 
 
Item #28 - One (1) blue, white, and black "es" backpack containing personal property, to 

include miscellaneous paperwork in the name of James Simpson, a sandal, a 
sock, a knit hat, gloves, and a compact disc  

 
On the floor in the downstairs southeast bedroom 
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Package 10 
 
Item #29 - One (1) dime ($0.10) in US coinage with LVMPD Money Accounting Report 
 

From inside of Item #28 
 

Package 11 
 
Item #30 - One (1) cartridge bearing the headstamp "F C 9MM LUGER" 
 

From inside of Item #28 
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Description of the Officer-Involved Shooting Scene   
 
Evidence and Officer Positions 
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Distances   
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ADDRESS: 
9800 Block of Fast Elk Street, 9845 Fast Elk Street, 9833 Fast Elk Street, 9829 Fast Elk 
Street, 9813 Fast Elk Street, 9809 Fast Elk Street, 9820 Fast Elk Street, 9824 Fast Elk Street, 
9828 Fast Elk Street, 9832 Fast Elk Street, 9836 Fast Elk Street, 9840 Fast Elk Street, 9848 
Fast Elk Street:  
 
VEHICLE(S): 
V1) 2009 Ford Expedition XLT, NV/EX58187, VIN/1FMFU16599EB15411, LVMPD Vehicle 

#9667  
V2) 2007 Toyota Sienna LE, NV/107VXP, VIN/5TDZK23C37S044861 
V3) 2006 GMC Yukon XL, NV/145LUE, VIN/1GKFK66U46J130890 
V4) 1999 Ford Contour Sport, NV/708014, VIN/1FAFP66L 1XK163545 
V5) 2002 Chevrolet Suburban, NV/48A026, VIN/1GNFK16Z12J289698 
V6) 2011 Ford Crown Victoria, NV/EX51087, VIN/2FABP7BV1 BX108112, LVMPD Vehicle 

#NW10314  
V7) 2009 Nissan Altima 2.5S, NV/JOJACAM, VIN/1 N4AL21E79N489892 
V8) 2001 Ford Ranger, NV/OFCRPLZ, VIN/1FTYR1OU81PA23352 
V9) 2015 Ford Explorer, NV/LVMP0244, VIN/1FM5KBARBFGB32558, LVMPD Vehicle 

#NW10672  
V10) 2013 Ford Explorer, NV/LVMP0014, VIN/1FM5KBAR4DGC91963, LVMPD Vehicle   

#NW10464  
V11)  2014, Harley Davidson, NV/LVMPD016, VIN/1HD1FMM11EB634991, LVMPD Vehicle 

#016 
 
The location description documented below in italics was imported into this report directly from 
a report created by SCSA Smith.  
 
GENERAL INFORMATION: 
At approximately 1302 on 3/31/16 responded to 9848 Fast Elk St. reference the above event. 
 
Numerous patrol officers and detectives were at the scene upon my arrival and yellow crime 
scene tape had been up to secure the scene. Force Investigations Team (FIT) Lt. W. Huddler 
(P# 7789), FIT Sgt. J. McDonald (P# 4660) and FIT Detectives J. Patton (P# 8289), C. Jex (P# 
5597) and M. Colon (P# 7585) were already at the scene upon my arrival or arrived shortly 
thereafter. Crime Scene Investigations Director R. McLaughlin (P# 4170), Crime Scene 
Analyst Supervisor S. Joseph (P# 8178) and Senior Crime Scene Analysts S. Fletcher (P# 
6650) and J. Scott (P# 9618) arrived at the scene shortly after myself. 
 
The scene was located outside in the northwest corner of the Elk Ridge housing development. 
Fast Elk St. ran north/south and terminated in a block wall at the north end which served as the 
community's north perimeter. Black Elk Ave. ran east/west and terminated at the east edge of 
Fast Elk St. near the north end of the community. Crazy Bull Ct. also ran east/west and 
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terminated at the east edge of Fast Elk St. between the residences at 9820 Fast Elk St. on the 
north side and 9812 Fast Elk St. on the south side. 
 
Fast Elk St. consisted of two-story residences on the east and west sides of the street. The 
scene extended south from the north end of Fast Elk St. to just south of Crazy Bull Ct. The 
residences on the east side of the street were 9848 at the north end and 9820 at the south 
end, just north of Crazy Bull Ct. (8 residences). The residences on the west side of the street 
were 9861 at the north end and 9809 at the south end, just south of Crazy Bull Ct. (14 
residences). 
 
9845 Fast Elk St. 
9845 Fast Elk St. was located on the west side of the street, faced east and was the 5th 
residence south of the north end of the block. 
 

Evidentiary Observations: One (1) rusted cartridge case with the headstamp '7.62 X 39 
WOLF' (Evidence Item #1) was located in the gutter in front of 9845 and on the west 
side of Fast Elk St. 

 
9833 Fast Elk St. 
9833 Fast Elk St. was located on the west side of the street, faced east and was the 8th 
residence south of the north end of the block. 
 

Evidentiary Observations: Three (3) apparent bullet holes were located in the stucco on 
the south side of the residence, between the east facing front door and the southeast 
corner of the garage. (1) 

 
9829 Fast Elk St. 
9829 Fast Elk St. was located on the west side of the street, faced east and was immediately 
south of the residence at 9833. V2 was parked facing west on the south side of the driveway, 
which was located near the southeast comer of the property. The northeast corner of the 
property consisted of a landscaped area with rocks and shrubs. A metal electrical box was 
located in the landscaped area and was near the east edge. A north/south running sidewalk 
ran the length of the property on the east side. 
 

Evidentiary Observations: One (1) plastic shotgun wadding was located on the driveway 
near the right front corner of V2 (Evidence Item #23). One (1) cartridge case with the 
headstamp 'SPEER 9MM LUGER +P' was located in the driveway's north/south running 
center expansion joint, near the north edge (Evidence Item #22). Another cartridge 
case with the same headstamp was also located in the driveway's center expansion 
joint, adjacent to the right cargo door of V2 (Evidence Item #35). Two (2) cartridge 
cases with the same headstamp were located on the north/south running sidewalk near 
the northeast corner of the property (Evidence Items #21 & 31). An additional cartridge 
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case, also with the same headstamp, was in the southbound travel lane of Fast Elk St. 
even with the left rear tire of V2 (Evidence Item #24). 

 
One (1) apparent bullet hole was located in the stucco above the east facing garage 
door. 
 
Multiple apparent bullet holes were located in the left cargo door and the roof rack of 
V2. The right front door window of V2 had also been struck and the glass was 
shattered. (2) 

 
9813 Fast Elk St. 
9813 Fast Elk St. was located on the west side of the street, faced east and was the 13'" 
residence south of the north end of the block. The residence was just south of the intersection 
of Fast Elk St. and Crazy Bull Ct. 
 

Evidentiary Observations:  V9 was parked facing north on the west side of Fast Elk St. 
in front of the residence at 9813. 

 
9809 Fast Elk St. 
9809 Fast Elk St. was located on the west side of the street, faced east, was south of the 
intersection with Crazy Bull Ct. and was the 14th and last residence on the west side of the 
street that was part of the scene. V5 was parked facing west on the south side of the driveway. 
 

Evidentiary Observations: One (1) apparent bullet impact was located near the top edge 
of the right front tire. The tire was still intact. 

 
V1 was parked facing north on the west side of Fast Elk St. between 9809 and 9813, to 
the north. One (1) perforating bullet hole was located near the top of the radiator. A 
corresponding perforating bullet hole was located in the top of the fan housing behind 
the radiator. One (1) bullet was sitting on top of the plastic fan housing next to the hole 
(Evidence Item #38). 

 
One (1) shotgun pellet was located in the gutter near the left rear tire of V1 (Evidence 
Item #34). 

 
9820 Fast Elk St. 
9820 Fast Elk St. was located on the east side of the street and faced west. It was on the 
northeast corner of the intersection with Crazy Bull Ct. 
 

Evidentiary Observations: Two (2) expended shot shells were located on the curved 
portion of the sidewalk on the northeast corner of Fast Elk St. and Crazy Bull Ct. 
(Evidence Items #29 & 30). 
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The front door to the residence at 9820 Fast Elk St. was west facing and inset on the 
south side of the residence. An easUwest running sidewalk extended from the driveway, 
along the south side of the residence, and terminated at the front door. Two (2) 
cartridge cases with the headstamp 'SPEER 9MM LUGER +P' were located on the 
sidewalk leading to the front door (Evidence Items #32 & 33). 

 
V10 was parked facing west on the north side of Crazy Bull Ct., just south of the 
residence at 9820 Fast Elk St. 

 
9824 Fast Elk St. 
9824 Fast Elk St. was located on the east side of the street, faced west and was the 2nd 
residence north of the south end of the block. 
 

Evidentiary Observations: V6 was parked in front of the residence at 9824 Fast Elk St. 
and was facing north. One (1) cartridge case with the headstamp 'FC 9MM LUGER' was 
on the ground at the rear of V6 (Evidence Item #20). 

 
9828 Fast Elk St. 
9828 Fast Elk St. was located on the east side of the street, faced west faced west and was 
the 3rd residence north of the south end of the block. The driveway was located at the 
southwest corner of the property. V3 was parked facing north on the east side of Fast Elk St. 
and covered the driveway's opening. A landscaped planter area ran east/west and covered the 
south side of the residence and the south side of the driveway. 
 

Evidentiary Observations: Eight (8) cartridge cases, all with the headstamp 'SPEER 
9MM LUGER +P' were located in the planter area on the south side of the driveway 
(Evidence Items #13-19 & 36). One (1) 'Federal Premium' shotshell was located in the 
driveway (Evidence Item #28). One (1) additional 'Federal Premium' shotshell was 
located behind the right rear tire of V3 (Evidence Item #12). One (1) plastic shotgun 
wadding was located underneath V3 (Evidence Item #11). One (1) shotgun pellet 
fragment was on the ground near the left front tire of V3 (Evidence Item #9). One (1) 
plastic shotgun wadding was in the middle of the street, just west of the left front tire of 
V3 (Evidence Item #10). 

 
One (1) perforating bullet hole was located in the right side mirror of V3. The mirror was 
broken and a plastic piece of the side mirror was located in the driveway. 

 
9832 Fast Elk St. 
9832 Fast Elk St. was located on the east side of the street, faced west faced west and was 
the 4'" residence north of the south end of the block. 
 

Evidentiary Observations: Two (2) apparent bullet holes were located in the west facing 
garage door. VB was parked facing east on the north side of the driveway at 9832. (3) 
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9836 Fast Elk St. 
9836 Fast Elk St. was located on the east side of the street, faced west faced west and was 
the 5th residence north of the south end of the block. V4 was parked on the east side of Fast 
Elk St. facing north, just south of the driveway. 
 

Evidentiary Observations: Three (3) copper metal fragments and two (2) shotgun pellet 
fragments were on the ground at the rear of V4 (Evidence Items #6-8). The left front 
tire of V4 was flat. (3) 

 
Deceased LVMPD K9 Unit, 'Nicky', was on the ground in front of V4, near the right front 
corner. He was lying on his right side with his head pointed southeast, legs pointed 
southwest and tail pointed northwest. An injury to his right side was noted. 

 
One (1) black Glock Model 17 semi-automatic handgun with serial #AAMM920 was on 
the ground near the back/neck of the deceased K9 Unit (Evidence Items #39). The 
handgun was lying on its right side and the muzzle was pointing east. Apparent blood 
was located on the left side of the grip, and the right and left sides of the slide. A 
presumptive test (Phenolphthalein) was performed for the presence of blood on the 
handgun with positive results. The handgun's slide was partially locked back. One (1) 
cartridge with the headstamp 'FC 9MM LUGER' was partially in the handgun's chamber 
(Evidence Item #41), and one (1) 31-round capacity magazine containing five (5) 
cartridges with the same headstamp (Evidence Item #40 & 42) was seated in the 
handgun's magazine well. 

 
One (1) bullet was located on the ground by the opening to the driveway (Evidence 
Item #5). 

 
One (1) perforating bullet hole was located in the east facing garage door, 7" up and 5'9' 
south of the north garage door edge. A corresponding penetrating bullet hole was 
located in the interior north wall of the garage, 1'4" up and 8'4" east of the west wall of 
the garage. One (1) bullet was recovered from the drywall on the north wall of the 
garage (Evidence Item #37). 

 
9840 Fast Elk St. 
9840 Fast Elk St. was located on the east side of the street, faced west faced west and was 
the 6th residence north of the south end of the block. V7 was parked facing north on the east 
side of Fast Elk St. and was near the southwest corner of the property. 
 

Evidentiary Observations: One (1) copper metal fragment was located in the driveway 
(Evidence Item #2). 
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One (1) perforating bullet hole was located in the bumper of V7. One (1) perforating 
bullet hole was located in the plastic exterior cover of the right rear taillight and one (1) 
penetrating bullet hole was located in the interior taillight. One (1) bullet impact was 
located in the trunk lid, right of the vehicle's license plate. 

 
One (1) bullet was located in the gutter, adjacent to the right rear tire of V7 (Evidence 
Item #4). One (1) bullet fragment was located in the middle of the street, near the left 
front tire of V7 (Evidence Item #3). 

 
9848 Fast Elk St. 
9848 Fast Elk St. was located on the east side of the street and faced west. It was on the 
southeast corner of the intersection with Fast Elk St. and Black Elk Ave. and was the 
northernmost residence on the east side of Fast Elk St. The northwest corner of the property 
consisted of a planter area with rocks and several shrubs and bushes. The front door to the 
residence was inset on the north side of the house and faced east. A walkway led from the 
driveway to the front door. 
 

Evidentiary Observations: Three (3) cartridge cases with the headstamp 'SPEER 9MM 
LUGER +P' were located in the landscaped planter area between the walkway leading 
to the front door and the street (Evidence Items #25- 27). 

 
V11 was parked facing west on the south side of Black Elk Ave., north of the residence 
at 9848.  

 
PHOTOGRAPHY: 
Digital images were taken of the scene showing the overall layout of Fast Elk St. and 
surrounding streets; the locations of the above items of evidence; the location, condition and 
position of the deceased LVMPD K9 unit; apparent bullet holes in the above mentioned 
residences and vehicles; and the location of and damage to LVMPD vehicles. 
Additional digital images were taken of the following by myself: 
 

• Officer #1 E. Kerns (#4331) for identification and showing his overall condition at the 
scene.  

 
Digital images were taken of the following items by SCSA J. Scott: 
 

• Briefing notes on the hood of an LVMPD Ford Explorer. 
• Officer #2 A. Lewis (#8898) showing apparent blood on his left ring finger. 
• Officer #3 C. Luna (#8257) showing apparent blood under the nails of his right hand. 
• LVMPD Motorcycle Vehicle #016 parked facing west on the south side of Black Elk Ave. 

just north of 9848 Fast Elk St. 
• LVMPD Ford Explorer Vehicle# NW10464 parked facing west on north side of Crazy 

Bull Ct., just east of Fast Elk St. and south of the residence at 9820. 
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• LVMPD Ford Explorer Vehicle #NW10672 parked facing north on the west side of Fast 
Elk St. in front of the residence at 9813. 

• LVMPD Ford Crown Victoria NW10314 (V6) parked facing north on the east side of Fast 
Elk St. in front of the residence at 9824 including one (1) black 'Remington' 12 gauge 
pump action shotgun with serial #C664966M and six (6) shotgun cartridges in the 
shotgun's saddle, located in the trunk of the vehicle (Evidence Items #43 & 44). 

 
OFFICER AND SUSPECT PERSPECTIVES: 
The location(s) of the following LVMPD officers were documented in the above scene: 
 
Officer #1: E. Kerns (P# 4331) in the landscaped area adjacent to the electrical box between 
9833 and 9829 Fast Elk St. on the west side of the scene. 
 
Officer #2: A. Lewis (P# 8898) at the southwest corner of the residence, west of the 
residence's front door, at 9820 Fast Elk St. (position #1) and on the east side of Fast Elk St. 
between the residences at 9828 and 9824 (position #2). 
 
Officer #3: C. Luna (P# 8257) on the curved portion of the sidewalk at the southwest corner of 
the property at 9820 Fast Elk St. (position #1), on the east side of Fast Elk St. in front of the 
residence at 9824 (position #2), and on the east side of Fast Elk St. between the residences at 
9828 and 9824 (position #3). 
 
Officer #4: J. Coover (P# 5440) at the north end of the scene, on the northwest corner of the 
residence at 9848 Fast Elk St. 
 
The suspect, Jay Simpson (10/30/84), was reportedly first contacted by officers when he was 
in the middle of Fast Elk St., between the residences at 9821 and 9820. He reportedly moved 
north along Fast Elk St. and was transported to UMC from the east side of Fast Elk St., in front 
of V4. 
 
Digital images were taken showing perspective views from the Officer Positions listed above 
and the suspect's reported locations. 
 
EVIDENCE: 
The above items of evidence, items #1-44, were recovered from the scene and were 
impounded as evidence by SCSA S. Fletcher. In addition, a swab was taken of the apparent 
blood on the Glock Model17 semi-automatic handgun (Evidence Item #45). Swabs were also 
taken from the grips, trigger, slide and release buttons of the Glock and from the ramp and 
base of the handgun's magazine to recover possible DNA (Evidence Items #46 & 47). These 
swabs were also impounded as evidence by SCSA S. Fletcher (See Evidence Impound Report 
for additional information). 
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LATENT PRINT PROCESSING: 
Latent print processing was conducted on the Glock Model 17 semi-automatic handgun 
recovered from the scene with negative results. 
 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 
A diagram of the scene was prepared by SCSA S. Fletcher and is maintained in OnBase.  
 
No further action was taken. 
 
Notes: 
 
(1) Documentation and recovery of items of evidence associated with the apparent bullet holes 
in 9833 Fast Elk St. was completed by SCSA W. Speas (P# 5228).  See his associated reports 
under the same event#. 
 
(2) Documentation and recovery of items of evidence associated with the apparent bullet holes 
in 9829 Fast Elk St. and V2 parked in the driveway at that residence was completed by SCSA 
L. Renhard (P# 5223). See her associated reports under the same event#. 
 
(3) Documentation and recovery of items of evidence associated with the apparent bullet holes 
in 9832 Fast Elk St. and V8 parked in the driveway, and apparent bullet holes in V4 was 
completed by SCSA R. McPhail (P# 3226). See his associated reports under the same event#. 
 
Evidence Recovered  
 
The evidence list below in italics was imported into this report directly from a report created by 
SCSA Fletcher reference evidence recovered from 9848 Fast Elk Street.  
 
Vehicle(s): 

 
 Vehicle # 1: 2009 Ford Expedition XLT Vehicle #9667 NV/EX58187  

VIN/1FMFU16599EB15411 
 
Vehicle # 3: 2006 GMC Yukon XL NV/145LUE VIN/1GKFK66U46J130890 
 
Vehicle #6: 2011 Ford Crown Victoria Vehicle #10314 NV/EX51087  

VIN/2FABP7BV1 BX108112 
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Additional  Information: 

 
RP#1: Northeast corner of driveway at 9809 Fast Elk Street.  
RP #2: Northwest corner of driveway at 9820 Fast Elk Street.  
RP #3: Northwest corner of driveway at 9824 Fast Elk Street.  
RP #4: Northeast corner of driveway at 9829 Fast Elk Street.  
RP #5: Northwest corner of driveway at 9832 Fast Elk Street.  
RP #6: Northwest corner of driveway at 9848 Fast Elk Street.  
RP #7: Southwest corner of driveway at 9836 Fast Elk Street. 

 
Apparent blood stains on Item #39 tested using the phenolphthalein presumptive test for blood 
with positive results. 
 
Package 1 

Item #1: One (1) rusted cartridge case, headstamp "7.62 X 39 WOLF". 
 

On the ground in the street in front of 9845 Fast Elk Street, approximately 90'2" 
north and 37'8" west of RP #5. 

 
Item #2: One (1) copper metal fragment. 
 

On the ground in the driveway of 9840 Fast Elk Street, approximately 68'8" north 
and 15'1" east of RP #5. 

  
Item #3: One (1) bullet fragment. 
 

On the ground in the street between 9836 & 9840 Fast Elk Street, approximately 
56'6" north and 16'0" west of RP #5. 

 
Item #4: One (1) bullet. 

 
On the ground at the curbline in front of 9836 Fast Elk Street, approximately 
46'2" north and 1'7" west of RP #5. 

 
Item #5: One (1) bullet. 
 

On the ground, just south of Item #4, approximately 28'10" north and 2'6" west of 
RP #5. 

 
Item #6: Three (3) copper metal fragments.  
 

On the ground in the street  in front of 9832 Fast Elk Street, approximately 5'8" 
south and 7'4" west of RP #5. 
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Item #7: One (1) shotgun pellet fragment. 
  

Same as Item #6, approximately 3'7" south and 4'0" west of RP #5. 
  

Item #8: One (1) shotgun pellet fragment. 
 

Same as Item #6, approximately 4" south and 2'0" west of RP#5. 
 

Item #9: One (1) shotgun pellet fragment.  
 

On the ground in the street in front of 9828 Fast Elk Street, approximately 44'4" 
north and 12'7" west of RP #3. 

  
Item #10: One (1) shotgun wadding. 

  
On the ground, just west of Item #9, approximately 43'4" north and 21'0" west 
of RP #3. 
 

Package 2 
Item #11: One (1) shotgun wadding. 

 
On the ground, underneath Vehicle# 3, approximately 36'2" north and 4'8" west 
of RP #3. 

 
Item #12: One (1) FEDERAL PREMIUM shotshell, headstamp "12 GA MADE IN USA". 

 
On the ground in the street behind the rear right tire of Vehicle #3, 
approximately 29'2" north and 2'0" west of RP #3. 
 

Item #13: One (1) cartridge case, headstamp "SPEER 9mm LUGER+ P". 
 

On the ground in the front south planter area of 9828 Fast Elk, 
approximately 25'0" north and 1'4" east of RP #3. 

 
Item #14: One (1) cartridge case, headstamp "SPEER 9mm LUGER + P". 

 
Same as Item #13, approximately 24'4" north and 1'11" east of RP #3. 

 
Item #15: One (1) cartridge case, headstamp "SPEER 9mm LUGER+ P". 
 

Same as Item #13, approximately 25'6" north and 2'2" east of RP #3. 
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Item #16: One (1) cartridge case, headstamp 'SPEER 9mm LUGER+ P". 
 

Same as Item #13, approximately 25'11" north and 4'10" east of RP #3. 
 
Item #17: One (1) cartridge case, headstamp "SPEER 9mm LUGER + P". 
 

Same as Item #13, approximately 23'8" north and 5'9" east of RP #3 
 
Item #18: One (1) cartridge case, headstamp "SPEER 9mm LUGER + P". 
 

Same as Item #13, approximately 25'0" north and 6'6" east of RP #3. 
 
Item #19: One (1) cartridge case, headstamp "SPEER 9mm LUGER+ P". 
 

Same as Item #13, approximately 25'11" north and 6'11" east of RP #3. 
 
Package 3 

Item #20: One (1) cartridge case, headstamp "FC 9MM LUGER". 
 

On the ground in the street in front of 9824 Fast Elk Street, approximately 24'8" 
north and 5'10" west of RP #2. 

 
Item #21: One (1) cartridge case, headstamp "SPEER 9mm LUGER+ P". 
 

On the sidewalk between 9829 and 9833 Fast Elk Street, approximately 5'1" 
north and 1'3" east of RP #4. 

 
Item #22: One (1) cartridge case, headstamp "SPEER 9mm LUGER+ P". 
 

On the ground in the driveway of 9829 Fast Elk Street, approximately 4" south 
and 7'0" west of RP #4. 

 
Item #23: One (1) shotgun wadding. 
 

Same as Item #22, approximately 8'7" south and 16'4" west of RP #4. 
 
Item #24: One (1) cartridge case, headstamp "SPEER 9mm LUGER + P". 
 

On the ground in the street in front of 9829 Fast Elk Street, approximately  12'9" 
south and 8'5" west of RP #4. 
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Item #25: One (1) cartridge case, headstamp "SPEER 9mm LUGER + P". 
 

On the ground in the front northwest planter area of 9848 Fast Elk Street, 
approximately 13'0" north and 7'9" east of RP#6. 

 
Item #26: One (1) cartridge case, headstamp "SPEER 9mm LUGER + P". 
 

Same as Item #25, approximately 10'5" north and 9'0" east of RP #6. 
 

Item #27: One (1) cartridge case, headstamp "SPEER 9mm LUGER + P". 
 

Same as Item #25, approximately 8'6" north and 10'2" east of RP #6. 
 
Package 4 

Item #28: One (1) FEDERAL PREMIUM shotshell, headstamp "12 GA MADE IN USA". 
 

On the ground in the driveway of 9828 Fast Elk Street, approximately 30'4" 
north and 1'9" east of RP #3. 

 
Item #29: One (1) FEDERAL PREMIUM shotshell, headstamp "12 GA MADE IN USA". 
 

On the sidewalk at the northeast comer of Crazy Bull Court & Fast Elk Street, 
approximately 25'7"south and 4'1" east of RP #2. 

 
Item #30: One (1) FEDERAL PREMIUM shotshell, headstamp "12 GA MADE IN USA". 
 

Same as Item #29, approximately 33'8" south and 14'0" east of RP #2. 
 
Item #31: One (1) cartridge case, headstamp "SPEER 9mm LUGER + P". 
 

Same as Item #21, approximately 2'2" north and 2'4" east of RP #4. 
 
Item #32: One (1) cartridge case, headstamp "SPEER 9mm LUGER+ P". 
 

On the walkway on the south side of 9820 Fast Elk Street, approximately 21'4" 
south and 24'10" east of RP #2. 

 
Item #33: One (1) cartridge case, headstamp "SPEER 9mm LUGER + P". 
 

Same as Item #32, approximately 21'2" south and 29'1" east of RP #2. 
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Item #34: One (1) shotgun pellet 
 

On the pavement in the street in front of 9809 Fast Elk Street, approximately 
0'0" north and 5'6" east of RP #1. 

 
Item #35: One (1) cartridge case, headstamp "SPEER 9mm LUGER+ P". 
 

Same as Item #22, approximately 7'0" south and 7'0" west of RP #4. 
 
Item #36: One (1) cartridge case, headstamp "SPEER 9mm LUGER+ P". 
 

Same as Item #13, approximately 24'4" north and 5'4" east of RP #3. 
 

Package 5 
Item #37: One (1) bullet. 
 

Removed from the north wall of the garage at 9836 Fast Elk Street. 
 

Item #38:  One (1) bullet. 
 

On top of the fan housing under the hood of vehicle #1. 
 

Package 6 
Item #39: One (1) "Glock 17" 9mm semi-automatic handgun, black in finish, SIN 

AAMM920, 4" barrel length, with apparent blood stains (IMPORTER: Austria) 
(DNA) (LP). 

**Possible DNA I apparent blood swabs recovered** 
**Chemically processed for latent prints with negative results** 

 
On the pavement in the street in front of 9836 Fast Elk Street, 
approximately 67" south and 24" west of RP #7. 

 
Package 7 

Item #40: One (1) "Glock" thirty-one (31) round capacity 9mm magazine with apparent 
blood (DNA) (LP). 
**Possible DNA I apparent blood swabs recovered** 
**Chemically processed for latent prints with negative results** 

 
Inside the grips of Item #39. 
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Package 8 
Item #41: One (1) cartridge, headstamp "FC 9MM LUGER".  (LP) 

**Chemically processed  for latent prints with negative results** 
 
Inside the chamber of Item #39. 

 
Item #42: Five (5) cartridges, headstamp "FC 9MM LUGER".  (LP) 

**Chemically processed for latent prints with negative results** 
 
Inside Item #40. 
 

Package 9 
Item #43: One (1) black "Remington" 12 GA pump action shotgun, unknown model, (SIN 

C664966M), with a black sling attached. 
 

Inside the trunk of Vehicle #6. 
 
Package 10 

Item #44: Six (6) FEDERAL PREMIUM shotgun cartridges,  headstamp "12 GA MADE IN 
USA". 

 
Inside the saddle of Item #43. 

 
Package 11 

Item #45: One (1) swab with apparent blood. 
 

The left side of the grip, the left side of the slide, and the right side of the slide 
of Item #39. 

 
Item #46: One (1) swab with possible DNA. Item #47: One (1) swab with possible DNA. 
 

The grips, trigger, slide, and release buttons of Item #39. 
 
Item #47: One (1) swab with possible DNA. 
 

The ramp and base of Item #40. 
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XIII. AUTOPSY  
 
On 04/01/2016, at approximately 1000 hours, under CCOCME Case 16-03308, an autopsy 
was performed on the body of Felecia Hughes-Wimberly by Doctor Timothy Dutra.   
 
The following persons were in attendance: 
 
1) Detective Colon 
2) Detective Patton 
3) SCSA Scott 
4) Forensic Technician Donald Wall 
 
The following items of evidence were photographed and impounded by SCSA Scott: 
 
1) White sheet with apparent blood. 
2) Buccal swab kit. 
3) White evidence collection bag from Hughes-Wimberly’ right and left hand. 
4) Fingernail clippings from Hughes-Wimberly’ right and left hand. 
5) Pair of pink draw string pants (Just Love / size 2XL) with apparent blood and with one 

defect in the front of the waist. 
6) Blue shirt (Natural Uniforms / Size XL) cut in two, with apparent blood and with one defect 

in the back. 
7) Cut white shirt with hearts (Stat / size L) with apparent blood and with one defect in the 

back and one defect in the front. 
8) White Bra (Lilyette / size 36 DDD) with apparent blood 
9) Purple underwear (Fruit of the Loom / 9) with apparent blood and with one defect in the 

front waistband. 
10) Pair of pink and black socks. 
11) Purple shoe (Klogs / right foot / size 7W). 
12) Metal fragment. 
13) Bullet fragment.  

 
The following wounds / injuries were noted on Hughes-Wimberly’s body by Doctor Dutra: 
 
1) Gunshot wound of the back. 

a. Location: left inferior thoracic back (indeterminate range). 
i. Track: forward, upward and rightward. 
ii. Path via skin, soft tissue, thoracoabdominal aorta (perforation injury), left 

lobe of liver (perforation injury), left conjoint cartilage costosternal junction 
(fractured), soft tissue and skin to exit from the right breast. 

1. Left hemothorax. 
2. Hemopericardium. 
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2) Gunshot wound of the abdomen. 
a. Location: left lower quadrant of abdomen (indeterminate range) 

i. Track: leftward, backward and downward.  
ii. Path via skin and soft tissue to come to rest in the subcutaneous adipose 

tissue of the left lateral pelvic region (bullet recovered). 
3) Gunshot wound of the right upper extremity. 

a. Location: dorsal aspect of proximal phalanx of right thumb (indeterminate range). 
i. Track: downward and backward. 
ii. Path via skin, soft tissue, proximal phalangeal bone of right thumb 

(fractured), distal phalangeal bone of right thumb (fractured), soft tissue 
and skin, to exit from the ulnar aspect of the distal phalanx of the right 
thumb. 

4) Grazing gunshot wound of the right upper extremity. 
a. Location: distal phalanx of right ring finger (indeterminate range). 

i. Track: downward. 
ii. Path via skin, soft tissue, distal phalangeal bone of right ring finger 

(fractured), soft tissue and skin. 
 
After a complete autopsy, Doctor Dutra opined Hughes-Wimberly died as a result of a gunshot 
wound to the back. The manner of death was homicide.  
 
On 04/01/2016, at approximately 1130 hours, under CCOCME Case 16-03307, an autopsy 
was performed on the body of Brandon Hughes by Doctor Timothy Dutra.   
 
The following persons were in attendance: 
 
1) Detective Colon 
2) Detective Patton 
3) SCSA Scott 
4) Forensic Technician Donald Wall 
 
The following items of evidence were photographed and impounded by SCSA Scott: 
 
1)   White sheet with apparent blood. 
2) Buccal swab kit. 
3) White evidence collection bag from Hughes’ right and left hand. 
4) Fingernail clippings from Hughes’ right and left hand. 
5) Black and grey hooded sweatshirt (Zoo York / size M) with apparent blood and three 

defects in the front. 
6) White undershirt (Hanes / Size L) with apparent blood and two defects in the front. 
7) Pair of black shorts (Blue Gear / size 36) with attached black and grey belt. 
8) Pair of grey socks (Air Jordan / right foot/ unknown size) 
9) Bullet. 
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The following wounds / injuries were noted on Hughes’ body by Doctor Dutra:  
 
1) Gunshot wound of the chest. 

a. Location: left superior anterior chest (indeterminate range) 
i. Track: rightward and downward. 
ii. Path via skin, soft tissue, left 4th rib (fractured), heart (transmural grazing 

wound of right ventricle), right 6th rib, soft tissue, and skin, to exit from the 
right inferior anterior chest (bullet recovered from the decedent’s clothing). 

2) Blunt force head trauma 
a. Contusion of lower lip. 

 
After a complete autopsy, Doctor Dutra opined Hughes died as a result of a gunshot wound to 
the chest. The manner of death was homicide.  
 
On 05/13/2016 at approximately 0847 hours, under Case 16-04735, an autopsy was 
performed on the body of James Simpson by Doctor Jennifer Corneal.   
 
The following persons were in attendance: 
 
1) Detective Colon 
2) Detective Patton 
3) SCSA Fletcher 
4) Forensic Technician Brieanna Kinard 
5) Forensic Technician Morgan Mazur 
 
The following items of evidence were photographed and impounded by SCSA Fletcher: 

 
1) One (1) Buccal Swab Kit. 
2) One (1) bullet (rinsed) inside a plastic container marked “16-04735; Simpson, James”. 

 
The following wounds / injuries were noted on Simpson’s body by Doctor Corneal: 
 
There were multiple healing, pink-red scabbed areas on the chest, right upper arm and neck. 
Doctor Corneal was unable to determine which represented bullet wounds and which 
represented medical therapy. There was an injury to the C4-T1 vertebrae with associated 
projectile recovered from the right side of Simpson’s neck.  

 
1) Complications of multiple gunshot wounds. 

a. Quadriplegia. 
b. Sepsis. 
c. Decubitus ulcers. 
d. Organizing pneumonia. 
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2) Hepatosplenomegaly. 
 
Toxicological testing was not performed by the CCOCME due to prolonged hospitalization and 
lack of hospital admission blood; however, LVMPD did conduct a forensic exam of Simpson’s 
admission blood collected from UMC via search warrant. (See forensic section of this report for 
results). After a complete autopsy, Doctor Corneal opined Simpson died as a result of 
complications of multiple gunshot wounds. The manner of death was homicide.  
 
XIV. PERSONS CONTACTED  
 
The following persons were contacted reference their knowledge of the facts and 
circumstances related to the incident:  
 
LVMPD OFFICERS    
 
Officer John Brandon P# 9631 
Date of Hire: /2006 
Area of Assignment: NWAC 
Squad: NW22 
Call Sign:  
Vehicle: NW10314 
Shift Hours: 0630-1630 
Days Off: Friday / Saturday / Sunday 
Witness officer; provided an audio recorded interview  
 
Officer Johnathan Hovan P# 13919 
Date of Hire: /2009 
Area of Assignment: NWAC 
Squad: NW25 
Call Sign:  (was riding with a sergeant on the date of the incident) 
Vehicle: Unknown 
Shift Hours: 0630-1630 
Days Off: Friday / Saturday / Sunday 
Witness officer; provided an audio recorded interview 
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Officer Michael Krueger P# 13512 
Date of Hire: /2008 
Area of Assignment: NWAC 
Squad: NW22 
Call Sign:  
Vehicle: NW10241 
Shift Hours: 0630-1630 
Days Off: Friday / Saturday / Sunday 
Witness officer; provided an audio recorded interview 
 
CIVILIANS 
 
Tre Alexander-Grundy 
DOB: /1997  
SSN:  
NV OLN:  
Address: 4156 Spruce Fern Lane 
 Las Vegas, NV 89115 
Phone Number:  
Witness; provided an audio recorded interview 
Kyle Brucker 
DOB: /1990  
SSN:  
NV OLN: 3 
Address: 9832 Fast Elk Street 
 Las Vegas, NV 89143 
Phone Number:  
Witness; provided an audio recorded interview 
 
Zachary Brucker 
DOB: /1991  
SSN:  
ID: 3054277  
NV OLN:  
Address: 6071 Hidden Rock Drive 
 North Las Vegas, NV 89031 
Phone Number:   
Witness; provided an audio recorded interview 
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Christie Dorsey 
DOB: /1983  
SSN:  
NV OLN:  
Address: 9828 Fast Elk Street 
 Las Vegas, NV 89143 
Phone Number:  
Witness; provided an audio recorded interview 
 
Robert Jennings 
DOB: /1971  
SSN:  
ID: 1300847  
NV OLN:  
Address: 9845 Red Horse Street 
 Las Vegas, NV 89143 
Phone Number:  
Witness; provided an audio recorded interview 
 
Jocling Kefale 
DOB: 1987  
SSN:  
ID: 3054927  
NV OLN:  
Address: 9840 Fast Elk Street 
 Las Vegas, NV 
Phone Number:   
Witness; provided an audio recorded interview 
 
Michael Lopez 
DOB: /1970  
SSN:  
NV OLN:  
Address: 9809 Fast Elk Street 
 Las Vegas, NV 89143 
Phone Number:  
Witness; provided an audio recorded interview 
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Sharon Lopez 
DOB: /1968  
SSN:  
NV OLN:  
Address: 9809 Fast Elk Street 
 Las Vegas, NV 89143 
Phone Number:  
Witness; provided an audio recorded interview 
 
Felicia Moreland 
DOB: /1988  
SSN:  
MI OLN:  
Address: 9840 Fast Elk Street 
 Las Vegas, NV 89143 
Phone Number:   
Witness; provided an audio recorded interview 
 
Pablo Muniz 
DOB: /1991  
SSN:  
ID: 2664869  
NV OLN:  
Address: 4424 Warbonnet Way 
 Las Vegas, NV 89147 
Phone Number:  
Witness; provided an audio recorded interview 
 
Emily Parrish 
DOB: 1984  
SSN:  
NV OLN:  
Address: 9829 Fast Elk Street 
 Las Vegas, NV 89143 
Phone Number: / Cell Phone 
  / Home 
Witness; provided an audio recorded interview 
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Santa Santana 
DOB: /1983  
SSN:  
ID: 2717856  
NV OLN:  
Address: 2300 Rock Springs Drive, 11-1065 
 Las Vegas, NV 89128 
Phone Number:  
Witness; provided an audio recorded interview 
 
John Sivigny 
DOB: 1970  
SSN:  
ID: 1348030  
NV OLN:  
Address: 914 Calico Hills Court 
 Las Vegas, NV 
Phone Number:   
Witness; provided an audio recorded interview  
 
XV. INVESTIGATION  
 
Per LVMPD Policy 6/002.04, Post Use of Force Procedures, an involved officer may provide a 
recorded statement to FIT investigators. If given, involved officer statements are voluntary and 
are taken at least 48 hours after the incident unless waived by the involved officer.   

Officer Lewis 

On 04/01/2016, Lieutenant Huddler contacted Officer Lewis through the Las Vegas Police 
Protective Association to inquire whether Officer Lewis would provide detectives with a 
voluntary statement. Officer Lewis declined to give a voluntary statement.    

Officer Luna  
 

On 04/01/2016, Lieutenant Huddler contacted Officer Luna through the National Latino Peace 
Officers Association to inquire whether Officer Luna would provide detectives with a voluntary 
statement. Officer Luna declined to give a voluntary statement.    

On 03/31/2016, at approximately 1443 hours, Detective Penny conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Jocling Kefale at 9480 Fast Elk Street. No other persons were present during 
the interview. The following is a summary of the interview; for complete details refer to the 
interview transcript. 
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Kefale was sleeping in her bedroom when her roommate, Felicia Moreland, woke her up. 
Moreland stated, “Mom and Brandon were hurt.” Moreland thought they were shot. Kefale went 
outside, exiting her home through her open garage door, and saw a black male adult (James 
Simpson) wearing an orange colored shirt standing in the driveway of her next door neighbor’s 
home. Simpson was holding a firearm in his left hand that looked like a “Tec-9”, and was 
talking on a cellular phone in his right hand.   

Simpson told Kefale that someone was holding his mom hostage. Kefale said “Who?” Simpson 
turned around and pointed his firearm at her.   

Kefale ran back into her garage, closing the garage door behind her. After she returned inside 
her home, Kefale heard Simpson bang on the garage door several times before he walked 
away. Kefale went to the second story of her home and looked outside a window. She heard 
Simpson yell “I shot her!” and heard a woman screaming. 

A short time later, Kefale heard approximately five gunshots and a male yell “You shot my 
dog!” Kefale stated she didn’t know why her mother and brother went to the neighbor’s 
residence.    

On 03/31/2016, at approximately 1445 hours, Detective Cody conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Felicia Moreland at 9840 Fast Elk Street. No other persons were present for the 
interview. The following is a summary of the interview; for complete details refer to the 
interview transcript. 

Moreland was outside of her house located at 9840 Fast Elk Street sitting inside her car 
smoking a cigarette with her fiancé, Brandon Hughes. Hughes was waiting for a friend to pick 
him up and give him a ride to work. Moreland finished her cigarette and went inside her house 
to care for her children. Moreland saw Hughes’ mother, Felicia Hughes-Wimberly, exit the 
residence to go to work.  

While inside making her children waffles, Moreland heard three loud bangs. Moreland exited 
her house from the garage door and did not see Hughes or his mother. Moreland looked to the 
north and saw Hughes’ mother lying on the ground. Moreland observed a black male (James 
Simpson) in an orange shirt, waving what she described as a “Tec 9.” 

Simpson screamed, “Man up and come out!” Moreland ran back into her house and shut the 
garage door. Moreland woke Brandon’s sister, Jocling Kefale, who was asleep on the couch. 
Moreland heard Simpson beat on the garage door.  

Moreland stated at some point she heard someone say, “He shot my dog so I shot him.”  
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On 03/31/2016, at approximately 1506 hours, Detective Mendoza conducted an audio 
recorded interview with Emily Parrish at 9829 Fast Elk Street. No other persons were present 
during the interview. The following is a summary of the interview; for complete details refer to 
the interview transcript. 
 
Parrish stated she heard gunshots outside of her residence located at 9829 Fast Elk Street. 
Parrish ran to her upstairs window which overlooked Fast Elk Street and looked outside. 
Parrish saw a black male (James Simpson) wearing a red shirt and dark pants, and further 
described him as stocky with short black hair.  
 
Simpson was on Fast Elk Street and appeared to be wrestling with a big dog. Parrish saw 
officers approach Simpson with their guns drawn. As Simpson continued wrestling with the dog 
in the street, he held a black firearm in his hand. Parrish thought she heard more gunshots, 
and saw Simpson lying on the street along with the dog.  
 
Parrish heard officers yell “Crossfire! Crossfire!” at someone who was located just north of their 
location. Parrish saw another officer carrying a shield approach Simpson. Simpson laid 
unresponsive on the ground, and an ambulance arrived along with other officers. Parrish 
noticed a woman exit a house across the street from her and yell, “That’s my son! That’s my 
son!”                      
 
On 03/31/2016, at approximately 1525 hours, Detective Jex conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Twila Oliver at the intersection of Black Elk Avenue and Red Horse Street. No 
other persons were present during the interview. The following is a summary of the interview; 
for complete details refer to the interview transcript. 
 
On 03/31/2016, at approximately 0200 hours, James Simpson called his mother, Twila Oliver, 
at her residence located at 9848 Fast Elk Street. Simpson requested Oliver pick him up and 
bring him to her residence. Simpson did live at 9848 Fast Elk Street. Oliver was unable to pick 
Simpson up, but requested a taxi to pick Simpson up and bring him to her residence.  
 
Simpson arrived at 9848 Fast Elk Street by taxi, at approximately 0430 hours. Oliver woke up 
at approximately 0530 hours when her husband left for work. At approximately 0600 hours, 
Oliver heard a knock on her bedroom door, opened it, and found Simpson standing at her 
bedroom door holding a large handgun in his right hand. Oliver never saw the handgun before 
nor had ever seen Simpson with a gun. She described the handgun to be large and all black. 
Oliver told Simpson to put the handgun away or leave the residence. Simpson became 
agitated and started yelling at Oliver that someone was after him and they were outside.  
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Simpson started to run around the house yelling about his cell phone and the people following 
him. He stated he had thrown his cell phone in the garbage can in front of the house. Oliver 
told Simpson she was going to call the police if he did not calm down. Simpson calmed down 
and Oliver told Simpson to go find his cell phone. Simpson went outside and dumped out the 
contents of the garbage can, located his cell phone, and returned inside the house. Oliver told 
Simpson to take a shower because he smelled bad after going through the trash. Simpson was 
still holding the handgun.  
 
Oliver convinced Simpson to put the handgun inside his backpack. Simpson gave Oliver the 
backpack and she put it on her bed in her upstairs bedroom. Oliver retrieved some clothes for 
Simpson to change into after Simpson showered. Simpson went into the downstairs bathroom, 
showered, and went to the downstairs living room and was sitting on the couch. Oliver came 
into the room and saw Simpson on the couch with his hand in the backpack. Oliver did not 
know that Simpson had retrieved the backpack from her bedroom.  
 
Simpson pulled the handgun out of the backpack. He became agitated, said someone was 
following him and they were outside the residence. Oliver called 911 at approximately 1207 
hours and stayed on the phone with the operator. Oliver told Simpson she had called the 
police and told him to calm down. Oliver attempted to move Simpson out of the house into the 
garage through the connecting downstairs door. Oliver opened the door and they went into the 
garage.  
 
Once in the garage, Simpson walked around the vehicle parked inside the garage and pointed 
his handgun at it as if he was looking for someone. Simpson yelled at Oliver and stated there 
were people inside the car and Oliver was yelled at him to calm down. 
 
Oliver’s neighbors at 9840 Fast Elk Street, Brandon Hughes and his mother Felecia Hughes-
Wimberly, walked toward the open garage where Oliver and Simpson were arguing. Simpson 
saw them coming and went back into the house. Oliver followed and observed Simpson throw 
his handgun into the bathroom located just inside the house from the garage. Oliver went into 
the bathroom and attempted to get the handgun. Simpson followed her inside and they both 
struggled over the handgun. Simpson wrestled the handgun away, exited the bathroom and 
opened the door to the garage to exit the house into the garage.  
 
Standing in the garage immediately outside the door was Hughes. Simpson shot Hughes and 
Hughes fell on the floor just outside the door. Simpson continued out of the residence into the 
garage and Oliver followed. Oliver screamed at Simpson that he shot the neighbor. Hughes-
Wimberly quickly moved to Hughes’ location. Oliver grabbed a towel from the bathroom and 
gave it to Hughes-Wimberly and she began to administer first aid to Hughes. 
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Simpson approached Hughes-Wimberly, grabbed her by the hair and struck her in the head 
with his handgun. Oliver was standing at the door that leads into the house and Simpson 
yelled at Oliver that he would shoot her. Oliver moved inside the residence and Simpson fired 
approximately two rounds at her from inside the garage. None of the rounds Simpson fired 
struck Oliver. The rounds struck the back wall inside the residence and shattered the back 
sliding glass door.  
 
As Oliver closed the door, she observed Simpson drag Felecia Hughes-Wimberly by the hair to 
the front of the garage as she closed the door. Oliver went to the downstairs bedroom located 
at the end of the hallway to check on her mother, Ruth Green, who was in a hospital bed in a 
bedroom.  
 
After she checked on Green, Oliver went upstairs to her bedroom. She heard several gunshots 
while inside her bedroom. She went to her bedroom window and looked outside toward the 
front of the residence. Oliver saw Simpson out in front still with his handgun. Simpson looked 
up and saw Oliver standing in the window.   
 
Oliver observed an LVMPD motorcycle officer (Officer Coovert) arrive on the street north of her 
residence. Officer Coovert walked toward her residence and Oliver heard Officer Coovert give 
verbal commands to Simpson to drop his handgun. Oliver backed away from the window and 
heard several more gunshots. She looked out from the window again and observed Simpson 
lying in the street. Oliver went downstairs, exited the residence and was met by another 
LVMPD officer who took her into custody and moved her away from the residence. 
 
On 03/31/2016, at approximately 1525 hours, Detective Cody conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Kyle and Zachary Brucker at 9832 Fast Elk Street. No other persons were 
present during the interview. The following is a summary of the interview; for complete details 
refer to the interview transcript. 
 
Kyle Brucker was inside his bedroom when he heard loud bangs. Kyle assumed it was from a 
video game his brother Zachary was playing. Kyle heard a few more bangs and went to the 
window. Kyle observed a black male adult (James Simpson) in an orange shirt, grey pants, in 
his 20’s weighing approximately 150 pounds move to the west side of the street. Kyle believed 
Simpson had a gun in his hand. Kyle grabbed his own gun and called 911. 
 
Kyle returned to the window and observed an LVMPD K-9 dog bite Simpson. Simpson started 
firing and Kyle heard “a lot of gun shots,” and saw Simpson fall to the ground.    
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On 03/31/2016, at approximately 1528 hours, Detective Penny conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Michael Lopez at 9809 Fast Elk Street. No other persons were present during 
the interview. The following is a summary of the interview; for complete details refer to the 
interview transcript.  
 
Lopez was inside of his garage with the door raised approximately four feet when he heard two 
“pops” outside. Lopez opened his garage door and his wife, Sharon Lopez, walked into the 
garage from the house and asked if he heard the pops. They both walked outside, Michael 
Lopez saw a black male adult (James Simpson) wearing an orange shirt, standing in a 
shooting position and aiming a gun at another home as he yelled, “What’s up niggas?!” 
Simpson walked toward Lopez [southbound] as he waved a gun around.   
 
As Simpson walked, he yelled profanities and challenged anyone to come outside. Simpson 
stopped near a light pole close to Lopez’ house as an officer walked toward the area on foot. 
The patrol officer (Officer Lewis) saw Simpson and retreated east back to his vehicle. A 
second officer (Officer Luna) arrived and both patrol officers re-approached Simpson’s location 
on foot. The officers made contact with Simpson and made several attempts to get him to drop 
his weapon.    

While Officers Lewis and Luna talked to Simpson, a K-9 vehicle arrived. The K-9 officer 
(Sergeant Kerns) and his dog exited the car. Simpson ran across the street and started 
shooting at the patrol officers. The K-9 dog was deployed and bit Simpson, but Simpson 
dragged the K-9 dog as he continued to move across the street. Lopez witnessed the officers’ 
fire their weapons at different times until Simpson fell behind a parked car. After going down, 
Simpson shot again and the K-9 vehicle was struck. Lopez heard the impact and saw steam 
coming from under the hood. Lopez and his wife went inside their home and continued to 
watch from their upstairs window.   

The Lopez’ called 911 to report the incident, and his wife video recorded the event on her 
cellular phone.   

On 03/31/2016, at approximately 1553 hours, Detective Jaeger conducted an audio 
recorded interview with Officer Michael Krueger outside of UMC Trauma. LVPPA 
Representative Reid was present during the interview. The following is a summary of the 
interview; for complete details refer to the interview transcript. 

Officer Krueger arrived after the officer-involved shooting occurred. Officer Krueger grabbed 
Sergeant Kerns’ ballistic shield from inside Sergeant Kerns’ patrol SUV and used the shield to 
protect officers as they approached James Simpson.  
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On 03/31/2016, at approximately 1601 hours, Detective Mendoza conducted an audio 
recorded interview with Christine Dorsey at 9828 Fast Elk Street. No other persons were 
present during the interview. The following is a summary of the interview; for complete details 
refer to the interview transcript. 
 
Dorsey was in her driveway moving items into the house when she heard someone arguing 
approximately three houses north of her residence at 9848 Fast Elk Street. Dorsey heard a 
female screaming and multiple gunshots coming from inside 9848 Fast Elk Street. Dorsey 
called 911 and gave the dispatcher real time information as it was happening. Dorsey did not 
see anyone outside, but she heard a female scream, “Oh, my God, Dre! What have you done? 
There is so much blood. These are our neighbors!” Dorsey saw a male subject (James 
Simpson) exit the house possibly holding a cell phone. Dorsey described Simpson as a black 
male, approximately 5’9” short black hair, wearing an orange shirt and light gray sweatpants. 
As Dorsey watched Simpson, she noticed he was holding a black semiautomatic handgun. A 
black female (Felecia Hughes-Wimberly) also exited the house and appeared to be holding her 
stomach.   
 
Dorsey saw Simpson approach her residence with the gun in his hand. Dorsey fled into her 
house through the interior garage door and ran upstairs. Dorsey thought Simpson was going to 
enter her residence because she did not secure the garage door. Dorsey looked through the 
upstairs window and saw Simpson standing in front of her driveway waving a handgun in the 
air. Dorsey ran to the back of her house and heard multiple gunshots near the front of her 
residence. After the gunfire stopped, Dorsey heard someone say, “Ma’am we are trying to help 
him.” Dorsey exited her residence and saw officers in front of her house along with a dead dog 
in her neighbor’s yard. Dorsey’s white GMC SUV was parked in front of her house had been hit 
with gunfire. 

On 3/31/2016, at approximately 1610 hours, Detective Cody conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Robert Jennings at 9845 Red Horse Street. No other persons were present for 
during the interview. The following is a summary of the interview; for complete details refer to 
the interview transcript.  
 
Jennings was at his home located at 9845 Red Horse Street when he heard two gunshots and 
two males arguing. One male stated, “Leave me alone I will kill you.” Jennings called 911. 
Jennings observed a female (Twilia Olivier) come to her neighbors balcony and scream, “My 
son lost his mind and shot two neighbors in the garage!” Jennings relayed to the 911 operator 
the address from which the female was screaming. Jennings heard more gunshots, saw police 
officers arrive, and then heard more gunshots. 
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On 03/31/2016, at approximately 1610 hours, Detective Penny conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Sharon Lopez at 9809 Fast Elk. No other persons were present during the 
interview. The following is a summary of the interview; for complete details refer to the 
interview transcript. 
 
Lopez was inside of her home watching television when she heard two “pops” outside. Lopez 
went outside through her garage where she met up with her husband, Michael Lopez. They 
both walked to the end of their driveway and she saw a black male (James Simpson) wearing 
an orange shirt, running out of a garage pointing a gun. As Simpson ran, he appeared to drop 
something. Simpson bent over and picked it up the object, then continued down the street. As 
he ran, Simpson aimed the gun at the house he exited from.   

Lopez called 911 and began to video record the event on her cell phone. Lopez and her 
husband stood in their driveway behind their vehicle and watched as Simpson walked toward 
them. Officers arrived and made several attempts to get Simpson to drop his gun, but he did 
not comply. Simpson kept telling the officers to help his mom, but did not drop his gun.   

Simpson ran and started shooting at the officers. Lopez believed Simpson fired 10 to 12 shots, 
and the officers who were standing on the corner returned fire. Lopez saw the K-9 dog 
released and run at Simpson. The K-9 dog attached onto Simpson, but Simpson dragged the 
dog to the east side of the street. Simpson fired more shots and officers again returned fire.   

Lopez witnessed the officer involved shooting and provided three separate videos from her cell 
phone.   

On 03/31/2016, at approximately 1921 hours, Detectives Penny and Cody conducted an 
audio recorded interview with Officer John Brandon at LVMPD headquarters. Also present 
during the interview was LVPPA attorney Roger. The following is a summary of the interview; 
for complete details refer to the interview transcript. 

Officer Brandon was assigned to a separate call when he heard a radio broadcast of a suspect 
(James Simpson) actively shooting. Officer Brandon listened to the call and heard Officer 
Lewis arrive. Officer Lewis broadcast he could still hear gunfire. Officer Brandon, being rifle 
certified self-dispatched to the call after hearing requests for a rifle.   

As Officer Brandon arrived in the area of the call, he heard “shots fired!” broadcast. Officer 
Brandon also heard a K-9 sergeant make a request for the next arriving unit to grab a shield 
from his vehicle. Officer Brandon arrived on the street and saw another officer running up the 
street with a ballistic shield, so he stopped near other officers who told him to secure a shotgun 
that was lying on the street. Officer Brandon picked up the LVMPD shotgun and secured it in 
the trunk of his patrol vehicle and deployed his rifle.   
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Officer Brandon went toward the original crime scene residence of 9848 Fast Elk Street to 
clear the residence. He saw a female victim (Felicia Hughes-Wimberly) lying near the garage 
door, and a male victim (Brandon Hughes) lying near the interior garage door which led into 
the residence. Officer Brandon made entry into the home and found no other suspects.   

Officer Brandon did not witness the officer-involved shooting. He secured the shotgun fired by 
Officer Luna in the trunk of his patrol car after the officer-involved shooting.   

On 03/31/2016, at approximately 1934 hours, Detectives Penny and Cody conducted an 
audio recorded interview with Officer Jonathan Hovan at LVMPD headquarters. Also present 
for the interview was LVPPA attorney Roger. The following is a summary of the interview; for 
complete details refer to the interview transcript. 

Officer Hovan was at NWAC with Sergeant Ward when they heard a radio broadcast of a 
shooting with two subjects down. Officer Hovan and Sergeant Ward responded to the scene. 
Prior to their arrival they heard officers broadcast “shots fired” over the radio.   

Upon arrival, Officer Hovan went toward the suspect’s (James Simpson) location where he 
observed Simpson was in custody and several officers were standing around him.   

Officer Hovan went to the original crime scene address at 9848 Fast Elk Street and assisted in 
clearing the residence. Upon making entry, Officer Hovan heard an officer inside state the 
downstairs of the residence was clear, so he proceeded upstairs. Officers Hovan met up with 
Officer Brandon who was attempting to breach a locked door. Officer Hovan took over and 
breached the locked door with his foot. Both officers entered and cleared the room.    

Officer Hovan did not witness the original shooting or the officer-involved shooting.  

On 04/01/2016, at approximately 1242 hours, Detective Patton conducted an audio recorded 
interview with Sergeant Kerns at LVMPD headquarters. Also present for the interview was 
Lieutenant Huddler, Detective Sergeant MacDonald, LVPMSA attorney Roberts, LVPMSA 
Representative Jotz and Lieutenant Pelletier. The following is a summary of the interview; for 
complete details refer to the interview transcript. 
 
Sergeant Kerns was on duty operating as a marked K-9 unit when LVMPD Dispatch broadcast 
an incident where persons had reported shots had been fired inside a residence. Sergeant 
Kerns responded to 9848 Fast Elk Street and upon his arrival observed the suspect (James 
Simpson) standing in the middle of the street with a gun on the ground a couple of feet away 
from him. Sergeant Kerns also observed two patrol officers (Officers Lewis and Luna), to the 
east of Simpson, with their guns drawn. 
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Sergeant Kerns parked on the west side of Fast Elk Street and exited his vehicle with his patrol 
dog Nicky. Sergeant Kerns walked northbound on the west side of the street to gain a line of 
sight on Simpson. Sergeant Kerns gave Simpson verbal commands to move away from the 
gun. Simpson ignored Sergeant Kerns’ commands and focused his attention toward the patrol 
officers. 

As Simpson turned toward the patrol officers, Sergeant Kerns deployed Nicky. Simpson 
reached for the gun as Nicky bit him in the hip area. Simpson picked up the gun and ran 
northbound on the east side of the street while Nicky was still engaged. Sergeant Kerns moved 
northbound on the west side of the street, parallel to Simpson.  

Sergeant Kerns continued to issue commands that Simpson ignored. Simpson raised his gun 
toward Sergeant Kerns and fired. Sergeant Kerns believed Simpson wanted to kill him and 
being in fear for his life Sergeant Kerns returned fire. Sergeant Kerns observed Simpson fall to 
the ground in front of a car. Sergeant Kerns directed the patrol officers to retrieve a ballistic 
shield from his vehicle. 

As the officers approached, Sergeant Kerns observed Simpson lying on the ground with Nicky 
lying next to him. One of Simpson’s hands and his gun were under Nicky’s body. Sergeant 
Kerns realized Nicky was deceased as the officers took Simpson into custody. Sergeant Kerns 
requested medical personnel who were already in the area.  

On 04/02/2016, at approximately 0325 hours, Officer James Coovert provided Detective 
Patton a typed voluntary statement through his LVPPA attorney Roger. The following is Officer 
Coovert’s statement as he wrote it:   
 
On the above date and time, I responded to a 415A call involving multiple gunshots fired. 
When I arrived at the location, I observed officer’s issuing commands to the suspect. The 
suspect was waiving his arms and not complying with the officers’ directives. 

I moved to north end of the block to take cover. As I approached the corner house, I saw a 
female, who was apparently shot, laying on the driveway. A female, who later identified herself 
as the suspect’s mom, was on the second floor of the home. She yelled down to me and asked 
if it was ok to come downstairs. I directed her to stay in the house. 

I observed the suspect run in my direction with a gun in his hand. I also saw a K-9 officer on 
the west side of the street. I was concerned for the safety of the K-9 officer and the citizen’s in 
the area. Additionally, because I suspected that the gunman may have shot the female laying 
in the driveway, and that he may be returning to the residence, I also feared for the other 
occupants in the home. Consequently, I fired two (2) rounds at the suspect. When the suspect 
stood up, I fired two (2) more times to stop the threat the suspect posed. At the time, I 
believed I shot six (6) rounds. 
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On 04/06/2016, at approximately 1023 hours, Detectives Patton and Colon conducted an 
audio recorded interview with Pablo Muniz at LVMPD headquarters. No one else was present 
for the interview. The following is a summary of the interview; for complete details refer to the 
interview transcript. 
 
Muniz was the owner of the Glock 17 firearm used by Simpson. Muniz purchased the handgun 
and two 17 round magazines from Bargain Pawn in North Las Vegas in December 2015. He 
later purchased a 30 round magazine from a friend on Facebook and purchased ammunition 
from Walmart. Muniz indicated he and Simpson would go to the desert to shoot the handgun 
and compete against each other. 
 
A few days prior to the officer-involved shooting, Muniz took Simpson to see Simpson’s 
children. Muniz later noticed his handgun was missing. After Simpson returned, Muniz asked 
him if he had taken the handgun and Simpson told him he had it and returned it back to Muniz. 
Muniz was not upset with Simpson for taking the handgun.  
 
Simpson’s Cuban girlfriend was going to move in and Muniz did not trust her because he 
believed she was a thief and did drugs, so he moved out of Simpson’s house.  
 
Muniz was with Simpson when Simpson received several text messages from his girlfriend. 
The text messages stated several Cubans were going to come to his house and get him. 
Muniz read the text messages. Muniz believed Simpson was over exaggerating the information 
in the text messages because Simpson had done cocaine two days prior. Simpson was very 
upset and Muniz told him to stay inside the house and not leave. 
 
Muniz left the residence. During the day he received several calls from Simpson. Simpson told 
Muniz his girlfriend was trying to set him up and doing some Cuban ritual on him. Muniz 
attempted to calm him down. Simpson told him he was going to calm down and take a shower. 
On the Wednesday prior to the shooting, Simpson called Muniz again and was upset. Muniz 
told Simpson to calm down and that everything would be okay. 
 
A few hours prior to the shooting Muniz received a phone call from Simpson, who was at his 
mother’s home. Simpson asked Muniz to come and pick him up at his mother’s house. Muniz 
told him that he would pick him up after work. Muniz attempted to call Simpson, but Simpson 
did not answer.  
 
On 04/02/2016 Muniz called Simpson’s mother and asked to talk to Simpson. Simpson’s 
mother told Muniz that Simpson was in the hospital and had shot and killed two people, a 
police K-9 dog, and shot at police. Muniz knew Simpson had used his handgun during the 
incident and contacted police. 
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XVI. TIME LINE    
 
The below time line is a reconstruction of events which transpired on Thursday, 03/31/2016, in 
relation to the Double Murder / Officer-Involved Shooting that occurred at the 9800 block of 
Fast Elk Street.  

 
Time  Description of Event / Action Source 

11:46:46 James Simpson calls 911 and advised subjects are 
holding his mom hostage. Simpson’s mother (Twilia 
Oliver) is heard in the back ground telling Simpson to 
leave.   

Computer Aided Dispatch 
(CAD) 

11:59:30 Oliver calls 911 stating Simpson is acting weird like 
someone “Slipped” him something. 

CAD  
 

12:00:51 Oliver is heard telling Simpson to get out of her house 
and she told the call taker Simpson is a little mentally 
challenged.  

CAD 

12:07:08 Neighbor from 9136 Black Elk called 911 and heard 
one gunshot and a female screaming. 

CAD 

12:07:10 The call is changed from a “Suspicious Situation” call 
to a “Shooting” call 

 

12:07:18 Neighbor from 9828 Fast Elk called 911 and heard 
one gunshot and a female outside screaming. Sees a 
lot of blood.  

CAD 

12:08:29 
to 

12:08:43 

Sergeant Kerns ( ) and Officer Lewis ) are 
assigned to the call.  

CAD 

12:08:54 Neighbor from 9828 Fast Elk sees Simpson in the 
street holding a firearm and firing shots. Neighbor 
describes Simpson as a Black male wearing orange 
shirt.  

CAD 

12:09:26 Officer Luna ) is assigned to the call.  
12:09:33 Neighbor from 9828 Fast Elk sees Felicia Hughes-

Wimberly down on the driveway of 9848 Fast Elk. 
CAD 

12:10:17 Simpson called 911 again stating he shot males 
inside of his house due to his mom and grandma 
being held hostage. (9848 Fast Elk) 

CAD 

12:10:35 Neighbor from 9828 Fast Elk called 911 and sees 
Hughes-Wimberly down in a driveway (9848 Fast Elk) 
bleeding from her head.  

CAD 

12:11:13 Officer Lewis arrives on the south side of the 
neighborhood.  

CAD 
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12:11:31 
to 

12:11:59 

Neighbor from 9845 Fast Elk calls 911 and reports 
seeing Hughes-Wimberly laying on the ground and 
Simpson running in the street firing a gun. 

CAD 

12:12:09 Officer Lewis hears a gunshot as he drives into the 
neighborhood. 

CAD 

12:12:47 Neighbor from 9840 Fast Elk calls 911 and reports 
she believes Simpson shot her mother (Hughes-
Wimberly) and threatened to shoot her. 

CAD 

12:15:38 Simpson put his gun on the ground and is talking to 
Officers Lewis and Luna 

CAD 

12:15:59 Officer Coovert (  arrived on Fast Elk CAD 
12:16:09 Officers are giving Simpson verbal commands CAD 
12:18:39 Sergeant Kerns arrives on Fast Elk CAD 
12:19:41 Officer Lewis broadcast they are talking to Simpson 

and trying to get him to step away from his gun.  
CAD 

12:19:49 “Shots Fired!” broadcast. CAD 
12:19:52 

to 
12:20:36 

Several neighbors are on the phone with 911 and 
advise they hear several shots being fired. 

CAD 

12:20:47 Officer Coovert broadcast “Shots Fired!” and subject 
down. 

CAD 

12:22:08 All officers are code 4, Simpson is down, and officers 
a getting a shield so they can approach Simpson. 

CAD 

12:24:53 Sergeant Kerns broadcast Simpson is in custody and 
K-9 Nicky has been shot.  

CAD 

12:31:20 Simpson is en route to UMC Trauma and K9 Nicky is 
deceased.  

CAD 

 
XVII. FORENSICS REQUESTS / RESULTS 
 
Toxicology 
 
On 05/25/2016 Detective Patton submitted an LVMPD Forensic LAB TOX request form to the 
LVMPD LAB. Detective Patton requested James Simpson’s admit blood that was collected on 
03/31/2016 by UMC Trauma medical staff be tested for alcohol and narcotics.  
 
On 05/31/2016, Forensic Scientist Denise K. Heineman submitted a Blood Alcohol Testing 
Report of Examination that stated James Simpson’s blood contained a concentration of alcohol 
of 0.000 g/100ml.  
 
On 06/25/2016 Forensic Scientist II, Jennifer Rattanaprasit submitted a Drug Screening / 
Confirmation Report of Examination with the following results: 
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DNA Examination 
 
On 05/25/2016, Detective Patton submitted an LVMPD Forensic Laboratory Request to 
compare Felecia Wimberly-Hughes DNA to bullet located in a gutter in front of 9832 Fast Elk 
Street.   
 
On 07/20/2016, Forensic Scientist II Allison Rubino submitted the Biology / DNA Report of 
Examination with the following results. (The chart below is for reference as Lab item #’s differ 
from Evidence Item #’s) 
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Firearm / Bullet Examinations 
 
On 05/24/2016 an LVMPD Forensic Laboratory Request was submitted by Detective Patton on 
all of the involved officer’s firearms as well as James Simpson’s firearm for a function test and 
ballistic comparison evidence. A request was also made to analyze and compare five bullets 
located on scene all of the impounded firearms.     
 
On 07/26/2016, Forensic Scientist II, Anya Lester, submitted the Firearms & Tool Marks 
Report of Examination with the following results. (The chart below is for reference as Lab item 
#’s differ from Evidence Item #’s) 
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Officers Firearms Examination 
 
The Glock pistol [Lab Item 4, Sergeant Kerns handgun] was examined, test fired and found to 
be operational with no noted malfunctions. This pistol has an overall length of approximately 8 
1/16 inches without the flashlight attached and approximately 8 ½ inches with the flashlight 
attached. The barrel length is approximately 4 ½ inches and the trigger pull is 6 ¾ - 7 ¼ 
pounds. The submitted magazine fits and functions in this pistol and has a capacity of 
seventeen cartridges. 
 
The Glock pistol [Lab Item 5, Officer Lewis’ handgun] was examined, test fired and found to be 
operational with no noted malfunctions. This pistol has an overall length of approximately 8 
1/16 inches without the flashlight attached and approximately 8 ½ inches with the flashlight 
attached. The barrel length is approximately 4 ½ inches and the trigger pull is 6 – 6 ½ pounds. 
The submitted magazine fits and functions in this pistol and has a capacity of seventeen 
cartridges. 
 
The Glock pistol [Lab Item 6, Officer Luna’s handgun] was examined, test fired and found to be 
operational with no noted malfunctions. This pistol has an overall length of approximately 8 
1/16 inches without the flashlight attached and approximately 8 ½ inches with the flashlight 
attached. The barrel length is approximately 4 ½ inches and the trigger pull is 6 ½ - 7 pounds. 
The submitted magazine fits and functions in this pistol and has a capacity of seventeen 
cartridges. 
 
The Remington shotgun [Lab Item 15, Officer Luna’s shotgun] was examined, test fired and 
found to be operational with no noted malfunctions. This shotgun has a barrel length of 
approximately 18 1/16 inches; an overall length of approximately 38 ¼ inches and a trigger pull 
of 5 ¼ - 5 ¾ pounds. 
 
The Beretta pistol [Lab Item 7, Officer Coovert’s handgun] was examined, test fired and found 
to be operational with no noted malfunctions. This pistol has a barrel length of approximately 5 
inches, an overall length of approximately 8 9/16 inches and trigger pulls of 4 ½ - 5 pounds 
single action and 10 ½ - 11 pounds double action. The submitted magazine fits and functions 
in this pistol and has a capacity of fifteen cartridges. 
 
Bullets and Cartridge Cases 

 

The evidence and test fired cartridge cases and bullets were examined and 

microscopically inter-compared with the following results: 
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• The three cartridge cases (Lab Items 9, 17 & 18) were identified has having 

been fired by the submitted Glock pistol (Lab Item 13, James Simpson’s 

firearm). 

 

• The remaining three cartridge cases (Lab Items 10, 11 & 12) shared similar 

general overall characteristics with the test fired cartridge cases from the 

submitted Beretta pistol (Lab Item 7, Officer Coovert’s handgun); however, due 

to a lack of microscopic marks, a conclusive identification to this pistol could 

not be determined. These three cartridge cases had not been fired by any of 

the other firearms examined in this case. 

 
• The two bullets (Lab Items 3, recovered from inside of Sergeant Kern’s patrol 

SUV & 16, recovered from the left rear tailgate parked in the driveway of 9832 
Fast Elk) were identified as having been fired by the submitted Beretta pistol 
(Lab Item 7, Officer Coovert’s handgun). 
 

• The remaining three bullets (Lab Items 2, recovered from the body of K-9 

Nicky, Lab Item 8, recovered from James Simpson’s neck & Lab Item 19, 

recovered from the gutter in front of 9826 Fast Elk) shared similar general 

overall characteristics with the submitted Glock pistols (Lab Items 4, 5, 6, & 13); 

however, damage and/or a lack of microscopic marks preclude a definitive 

identification to or elimination from any of these pistols. These three bullets 

had not been fired by the submitted Beretta pistol (Lab Item 7, Officer Coovert’s 

handgun). 

 
James Simpson’s Firearm Examination 
 
The Glock pistol [lab Item 13, James Simpson’s handgun] was examined, test fired and found 
to be operational with no noted malfunctions. This pistol has a barrel length of approximately 4 
½ inches, an overall length of approximately 8 1/16 inches and a trigger pull of 7 ½ - 8 pounds.  
 
The submitted magazine (Lab Item 14) has a capacity of thirty-three cartridges, although it is 
marked thirty-one. Representative images of a test fired cartridge case from this pistol were 
entered into the National Integrated Ballistic Information Network (NIBIN). Notifications will be 
made if this entry results in any associations in the database. 
 
Latent Prints 
 
Latent print testing was not requested for any of the evidence in this case. 
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XVIII. WITNESS CANVASS 
 
On 03/31/2016 at approximately 1500 hours, detectives from NWAC assigned to squad NW38 
conducted a secondary canvass of the address listed below. The purpose of the canvass was 
to locate potential witnesses / evidence. Below is a summary of the canvass.  
 
LOCATION PERSON CONTACTED INFORMATION OBTAINED 
 
9809 Fast Elk Street Michael Lopez Detectives located a possible bullet 

impact on the right front tire of a green 
Chevy Suburban bearing NV plate 
48A-026. The vehicle was parked in 
the driveway of 9809 Fast Elk Street. 
The owner of the vehicle Michael 
Lopez confirmed the impact on the tire 
was new; and not there previously. 
SCSA Fletcher was notified of the 
finding. The possible impact was 
photographed however it was 
determined that it was not a bullet 
impact.    

9844 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9840 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9836 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9832 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9828 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9824 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9820 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9816 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9812 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9808 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9804 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9728 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9724 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9720 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9716 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9708 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9704 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9700 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9632 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9628 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9624 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9620 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
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LOCATION PERSON CONTACTED INFORMATION OBTAINED 
9616 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9612 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9613 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9817 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9821 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9825 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9629 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9633 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9701 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9705 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9709 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9713 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9717 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9721 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9725 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9729 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9801 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9805 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9813 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9817 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9821 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9825 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9829 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9833 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9837 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9841 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9845 Fast Elk Street  Did not obtain a name None 
9849 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9853 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9857 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9861 Fast Elk Street Did not obtain a name None 
9144 Black Elk Avenue Did not obtain a name None 
9140 Black Elk Avenue Did not obtain a name None 
9136 Black Elk Avenue Did not obtain a name None 
9161 Blue Raven Avenue  Did not obtain a name None 
9157 Blue Raven Avenue Did not obtain a name None 
9153 Blue Raven Avenue Did not obtain a name None 
9149 Blue Raven Avenue Did not obtain a name None 
9145 Blue Raven Avenue Did not obtain a name None 
9141 Blue Raven Avenue Did not obtain a name None 
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